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ALHUQUEHQUJfi, NEW MEXICO, SATUKDAY EVENING. OCTOKEH

VOLUME 20
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ANOTHER ROYAL MARRIAGE

HAS BEEN DULY ARRANGED

St. Petersburg, Oct, 6. A marriage
bus been arranged between Grand
Duke Michael, the only brother of
Emperor Nicholas, and Princess Patricia or Connaught, .a niece of King
Edward.
.

,
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MORE RAV1SHERS
LYNCHED

.

WERE

TODAY

Ala., Oct. 6. A committee
of sixty men left here on the Southern railway at 5 o'clock this morning
to meet Sheriff Powers ( of . Mobile
county, who was returning from Birmingham with two Mobile negroes
charged with rape. The committee
expects to meet the sheriff and prisoners thirty miles north of Mobile. It
is expected that the prisoners will be
lynched or burned outside of Mobile.
Expectation Is Carried Out.
Mobile Ala.. Oct. 6. Two hundred
masked men met Sheriff Powers with
two negroes, charged with assault, at
miles
switch,
three
Richardson's
north of Mobile, on the Southern railway.
They took the prisoners from
him ana hanged them on the spot.
The negroes were being brought from
Birmingham to Mobile for trial.
Mobile,

FRANCES MOHAWK
COMPANY PAYS DIVIDEND
Garfield, Nev., Oct. 6. The
company paid a dividend today of five cents a share,
amounting to a distribution of $45,000.
This is the quickest dividing of profits that has so far been made by the
company in this region, as the company was organized only last June, and
has since been operating a lease of
the Mohawk. The Frances-Mohaw- k
holds the record of having made the
richest bhipment of ore yet sent from
the Mohawk.
THE

WILLIAM H.
ANDREWS

CLUB

IN THE N. T- - ARMIJO
BUILDING WILL BE OPEN
THIS EVENING.

QUARTERS

The William H. Andrews club headin the N. T. Armijo building,
will be opened to members this evening at 7:30. No Invitations have been
ntut out, but all members are cordially invited and expected to attend, not
only this evening, but at any other
time. The room has been appropriately furnished, and guests will find
tables and papers at their pleasure.
The Evening Citizen representative
was shown the list of membership and
between !') and 1.000 names are enrolled.

quarters,

DRAWS MUCH ATTENTION

WEEKLY PUBLICATION
6. Kidgeway's
York,
Oct.
Weekly. ;he new militant weekly for
God ami Country" to be publshed by
company simulthe Hidgew.ay-Thaye-r
taneously in fourteen place from
New York City to San Francisco, began publication today. The other
places are Boston, Philadelphia, Pittsburg. Cleveland, Chicago
Minneapolis. St. liOuis. Denver, San Francisco, Seattle, New Orleans, Washington and Atlanta. The new enterprise excites much Interest, as it certainly U a unique move in the literary world.
NOVEL
New

IN290

GENERAL

MINUTES

WOO

ONLY

MEN

AND DEMANDS RELEASE

QUESTIOTOF TIKE

TILL HE

1ST

SUCCUMB

Spent Three Minutes In He and All Who Could Be Caught State of Oregon Is the Veritable
Are Disarmed and Promise
Paradise on Earth For
Replacing With a New One a
Apples and Roses.
to Be Good.
Tire Which Burst.

con-

and accordingly it consented to the
meeting or the congress, so long as it
did not meet in St. Petersburg. Toe
constitutional democrats have elaborated plans for the coming parliamentary elections, and have held nightly
sessions for some time. The committee of the constitionaiist is highly
satisfied with tne new position of the
government, a member declaring that
the earlier prohibition has served the
purpose of consolidating the party
and preventing a schism, which was
expected after the issuance of the
manifesto. This manifesto will
probably be kept in the background
at the convention, the party leaders
now being convinced that its issuance
was a techlnal mistake due to insistence of the radical wing. Neither
of taxes nor the rethe
fusal of military Bervice, a member
of the committee admitted, is a pracs
tical measure at present. The
.and the regenerationists have
been in conference on the matter of
program, but
points ot electoral
are still divided, as was the convention, and have succeeded in reaching
an agreement on many points of the
electoral program, but are still divided, as were the conservative liberals
in the spring campaign on minor
points.

297.1

He Also

Oct.
St.
gress meets today In Finland by per- Scene of devastation wrought
mission of the government, which
has become satisfied that the opposition and repression it meeted out to
the members has worked no good, FRISCO
6.

COVERED

MILES

The Brother of the Czar Will
Marry Niece of King Edward
of England.
Petersburg,

HOLE

Seventeen Cars Represented Twenty American Marines Stands Off Uncle Sam's Reclamation Forces With Ills
Disperse 200 Insurgents
Four Countries-- - America.
Trusty Old Rifle.
and Arrest 39.
France. Italy. Germany.

It Is Composed of Liberals
and Met Today In
Finland.
EMPEROR

1S

CUBA ISLAND

W 'if

:

JAC- K-

by the West Indian storm at the foot of Palafax street, the leading thoroughfare
of Pensacola, Fla.

REFUGEES WILL

SOON

GET

BET-

-

TER HOMES

By Gilson Gardner.
6. Secretary
Washington,
New Yory, Oct. 6. The great autoOct.
mobile race for the cup offered by Root and Governor Magoon were In Special Correspondence.
Mr. Vanderblt Is on, and before an conference with President Roosevelt
Portland, Ore., Oct. 6.- - That part ot
at the White house today for some
Immense crowd scattered all along "the time, the purpose being to Instruct Oregon which Is not lumber is fruit.
course on Long Island the' reckless Governor Magoon relative to his Hood valley apples are the finest In

chauffeurs are 'speeding their liveliest
to gain the prize. No matter at what
risk of life or limb. The most noted
automobilists In the world are 'here,
their rankB having been reinforced
last week by the arrival of Llncis Navarre and Dr. Wellscheff. K. F. Shep-arwho incurred a penalty of a serious character In France for reckless
driving, is also here and declares
that he has t"e fastest car, and will
drive It to the front by the most reckless speed. Shepard brags of his
Hotchklss car, with which he Is not
airaid ta meet such leaders. The
first cup winner George Heath
hojie of winning today. The
following noted drivers of autos
wcru encored i's they were recognized
t'ciii;; over the course. Dare Devil
Traocy, Kowtll, In Frayer-Mille- r
car;
in Hotchklss; Karnest Kes-lin Oldsmohlle; Westchtdt, in Flat;
I.uttgen In Mercedes; Janasky in Merceries; Christe In Cliriste, who says
he has got to win, as his girl is to
marry him if he does; Lucia and Na
Jarre in Fiate. The circtiit seems
short to spectators, it was made so
quickly, although It is
miles
around, very fast time Is expected,
as high as 73 miles an hour.
Heath's Panhnrd and Tracy's Locomobile attracted much attentioon, a?
alBo did their drivers, both of distinguished merit. Mr. Vanderbilt, as
giver of the cup and chief promoter
or tn(j K'tiU race, as the swerved of
all observers asine moved around. One
of tha Thomas macnines Is reported
to have made a fraction of a mile at
the raio of 128 miles an hour. The
following bets are recorded. Ono hundred dollars to two hundred that the
trench team will win the race; fifty
dollars evep t..at not more than one
l nomas car will be on the American
team.
d,

Five Thousand Houses Are!
to Be Built From Relief
Fund Left Over.

-

?

1

.c

it

OCCUPANTS PAY FOR
THEM ON EASY TEKMS
.

er

San Francisco, Oct. 6. After having endured untold hardships in tents
and
shacks since April
18, San Francisco's thousands or refugees, see relief, in sight. That is.
some of them do, and others, figuring
on past experiences, do not.
After Ave months of deliberation,
those handling the millions of dollars
of relief funds have decreed tnat the
refugees shall have "relief" in the
way of better living places.
ive
thousand refugee houses are being
bisilt .in Jefferson
.aid 'Hamilton
squares and other parts of the city.
Money that has been lying Idle while
the refugee families suffered will be
used. To show extreme generosity
with money that belongs to the refugees the relief .fund managers will
actually give tho refugee houses away
that is on liberal terms.
Following the Vesuvius disaster in
Italy, the itfugees were installed ia
houses within twenty-fou- r
hours after
being made homeless. The buildings
were erected by the government and
given free to the poor.
In San Francisco it Is different. A
new bureau has been opened by tne
relief corporation for the purpose of
registering persons desirous of purchasing houses. Only about one out
of every three applicants can be cared
for. The plan is to sell all persons
who own lots or who can get possession of a piece of land for a year, two.
room houses at $100 each and houses
of three rooms for $150; or the building niateriul will be furnished at cost
and the buyers allowed to erect their
own buildings. Still another plan for
families without funds provides for
the payment of $5 monthly rent, the
building to be given to the rentor in
the spring.
Unless the relief warehouse on
Geary street, near Cough, burns down
the refugees need not go hungry this
winter. The building is packed to the
ceiling with supplies. Among them
are 10,810 cases of canned corn, the
corn itself weighing 518,880 pounds.
There are 500,000 pounds of flour,
131,000 pounds of corn meal, 82,700
pounds of beans, 67,200 pounds of
canned soups, 80,000 pounds of rice,
96,000 pounds of canned meats, 90,000
pounds of crackers, 72,000 pounds of
canned fish, 65,000 inmnds of mush
and 24,000 pounds of miscellaneous
tanned vegetables. In addition there
are hundreds of thousands of pounds
of other supplies, ranging from canned fruit to tobacco.
FIVE THOUSAND FIREMEN
IN LINE AT MUSTER
Brockton, Mass., Oct. G. This Is the
day of the great firemen's muster,
which has over 5,0(to firemen in uniform in line. This is the practical
wind-u- p
of the muster season, and
this Brockton muster is thought to be
the biggest of the
even exceeding that of the New England
league. Providence. Pawtucket, Central Falls, Albion, Narragansett and
East Providence have sent several
each of their best companies. Ten
water prizes aggregate ll.l-- i, with a
special prize to the company coming
the longest distance.
WhiWRhode
Island has forged to the front In the
Interest she has taken in this event,
Massachusetts has not fallen behind,
and some of the best companies of
Boston, Springfield, Fall Kiver and
Ixjwell are here and showing off finely. The crowd of spectators is immense.
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The Norwegian ship lnt.ic.-LarviJammed to midship into the tide of the
L. & N. dock at Pensacola, Fla. This view demonstrates the
terrific
force of the Gale,

FULLER ACCOUNT OF MURDER

IN THE COUNTY OE

JRRD

Men Were Enticed From Their Camp
by Promise to Show Them Water
and Good Mineral Prospects.

SEVENTEEN CARS STAND
FOR FOUR NATIONALITIES
Finish Line, Vanderbilt Course,
ueaer West bury, L. I., Oct. 6. The
third international automobile race
for the cup given by William K. Vanderbilt, Jr., Is being run today over a
course 2'J.Tl miles In length, laid out
over the macadam roads of Long Inland.
Seventeen cars representing
America, France, Italy and Germany,
started In the race, and they must
make the circuit of the course ten
times, the total distance being 237.1
miles. In America elimination trials.
two weeks ago Joseph Tracy, one of
the favored contestants,
made ' the
fast time of 5 hours, 27 minutes and
45 seconds. The start of the race was
delayed this morning on account of
fog.

At Last They Ars Off.
THEY WERE SHOT WITH THEIR OWN GUNS
Leboil of the American team flashWHICH CAMPERS ALLOWED STRANGERS TO CARRY ed away from the start tig line at exactly 6:15, und the race was on amid
Special to The Evening Citia m.
Helen, N. M., Oct. 6. On September
1!9
James Billingsley and John
were killed in the Montos
mountains about four miles south
from Sais station on the Eastern rail-

h

way.

The parties were prospectors and
came from Colorado. They were
camping out when Carlos Sais and
Eliseo Valles came to their camp, offering to show them some good water
and mineral on top of the hill.
The prospectors had some automat
if runs and showed the Mexicans the
combinations and let them carry the
guns, the miners carrying two ran-teeof water ea?h. When about
long enough to reach the top of the
hill Mrs. Billingsley, wifa of one of
the prospectors, heard some shots toward the mountains, but paid no attention to them. Something like an
hour after the shooting the two Mexicans returned and when aske:J by
Mrs. llllingsley when tile other men
--

,

MUNICIPAL

CLUB

OPENS IN NEW YORK
New York, Oct. C The Municipal
Club opened 'his aflernoon for the,
season, and w..l hold open tonight.
The usual opening on the 2!)th of
was postponed on account of
the unveiling of the statue of Washington at tiie plaza of the Williamsburg Bridge.
The club took a trip
around the harbor at the invitation
MOTOR CAR MAKERS
of the dock department, tspecially to
DIVIDE RESERVED SEATS inspect the Chelsea improvement and
New York, Oct. 6 The American the new Cerman Lloyd piers.
The
Motor Car Manufacturers' association members dined on their return from
called all its members together at this littlt trip.
its headquarters yesterday before the
Vanderbilt race. Space was distrib- ARMY AND UNVERSITY
uted among the members of the assoFOOT BALL TEAM CONTEST
ciation for the seventh annual autoAustin, Tex.. Oct. 6 Today the
mobile show, to l.e held in the Grand 1'niversity football team mets the
Central palace December l'to 8. To- United States regular army team from
day
all the members will attend Fort Sam Hueston in this city. This
the races, the officers having secured Is the first game of the season, but
for the members boxes on the official t he university uam has beeen pracstand.
ticing since September -- nd.
-

Bep-temli-

wild cheers. The other cars started
at intervals of one minute each.
would return, said they would be back
Results Given In Full.
soon.
The men were very nervous
power
Louis Wagner in a
soon,
taking with them five Flench car today won the third Inand left
110-hor- se

horses belonging to tho miners.
The lady stayed in camp two days
and nights waiting for the men to return, and then went and reported to
the justice at San Juan that the men
had been lost.
A searching party was sent out and
found the bodies on top of the mountain with bullet holes through them.
McClough had been shot first from
behind and Billingsley biul run about
lull yards after the first blurt when
two more bullet? had been shot into
his body. The bodies were so badly
decomposed that they were burled
where they lay.
The two Mexicans were arrested
and confessed, claiming that their object was to steal the lady. Both were
turned over to the district court and
Sheriff Iundro Baca took them to
Jail at Socorro, where t:i-will be
trlei in lk.cemier.

ternational nu'omobile road race for
the Vanderbilt cup, completing tne
distance or 297.1 miles In 290 minutes, liJ 5 seconds. Vincenze Lanpower Italian car.
cia, in a
was second, in 2!)3 minutes, 28
seconds. Antonie Duray, in a
power French car was third, in
2'j:i minutes, 44
seconds.
Joseph Tracy of the American team
had tho satisfaction of registering the
fastest lap made. On the fifth round
Tracy drove 29.1 miles In the remarkable time of 20 minutes and 21 secTracy suffered severely from
onds.
tire trouble In the first two rounds
and this cost him dearly. Twenty
minutes from the finish one of Wagner's tires exploded. He was In the
leail by seven mlnulea at that time.
He changed tires and managed to win
by approximately three minutes.
Of the seventeen cars that started
the first to come to grief was the
Italian racer driven by Dr. Wellschotf
STOCKHOLDERS CF SOUTHERN
His steering gear broke and the car
RAILWAY MEET went over an embankment, severely
Richmond, Va., Oct. C The stock- Injuring his machinist. Elliott Shepholders af the Southern Hallway met ard ran Into a spectator at Krug's
corner and fatally injured him. Sheptoday and
the old directors, ard later
broke a crank shaft 'and
;inie routine business was done.
dropped out of the race. There were
many minor accidents.
Successful Livestock Show.
DAY CELEBRATION
Macon, Ga., Oct. C The tanners NAVY
AT ATLANTIC CITY
and stockmen of Bibb county have
Atlantic City, N. , Oct. 6. The
taken such a lively interest In the Navy Day celebration Here today was
Three admirals,
Live Slock association show here yes- a great success.
three captains, one commander, and
terday and today that it Is prov- two lieutenant commanders participaing the biggest surccss in its history. ted.
Suretary Bonaparte led the
The best part of the show is the In- speaking, and was followed by
formation program, whereby instrucCoghlan. General Horace Portion Is meted out to the farmers and ter, Judge Allen Endlcott and others.
experts.
stock raisers by
These Navy lay was to impress the object
speakers have come here from three lesson of the recent naval review at
states Georgia, Alabama and South Oyster Bay and to afford a timely
Carolina. Iniry cattle und hogs are opiiortunity without political signifithe leading subjects at the session at cance for endorsing the president's
policy for an increase in naval power.
which these gentlemen will speak.
120-hor- se

4-- 5

120-hor.- se

4- -5

J--

Ad-mii-

treatment of the Cuban question when the world. Probably this statement
he shall assume office at Havana. will not be challenged. Even th
General Bell, chief ot staff, who is California fruit men own to the merit
leaving Washington this afternoon of Oregon apples. They are shipped
with Governor Magoon for Havana, from here in boxes, and this year tha
by way of Tampa, also called on the

president.
Fewer Troops Proposed.
Owing to the satisfactory state ot
affairs In Cuba Secretary Taft has
been asked by cable If in his Judgment It Is necessary to send to the
island more troops than the 900 now
alioard transports due at Havana today or tomorrow. He has not yet re.
plied.
But Taft Says No.
Havana, Oct. 6. Governor Taft said
today that he has tto Intention of
turning back any portion of the expedition of 5,500 regulars ordered to
Cuba. He feels that such a number
Is needed as a precaution against further troubles.

TRULY TYPICAL OF BOTH
CUBANS AND AMERICANS
Havana, Oct. 6. A detachment of
200 Insurgents today rode Into Carl-daa suburb of the city ot Puerto
Principe,
and
machetes
waving
threatening the people. Twenty
American marines Trom a detachment
on duty at Puerto Principe, went to
Caridad, dispersed the Insurgents and
ot them. Gen-erarrested thirty-nin- e
Caballero, the Insurgent leader,
proceeded to
with 1A0
tho headquarters of the commander
of marines and demanded the release
of the captud Insurgents.
Instead,
the Americans
disarmed Caballero
and nil his followers who could be
caught. Thereupon Caballero promised that all the insurgents of his command would disarm.
nl

on

FAMOUS COTTON CLOTH
CASE BEING TRIED
New York, Oct. 6. The fancy cotton cloth case having been advanced
on th calender. It comes up for argument today, and the case Is now being considered. This litigation, which
is one of the most important customs
controversies pending Involving the
constructtoon to be given the
countable cotton cloth schedule of
tho Dingley tariff act. Under the ruling ot the Federal Court of Appeals,
George Riggs & Co., the Importers
of the fabrics concerned in the test
case, won, and if the government
had acquiesced In the ruling, certain
fancy weaves would have entered
this country at rates of duty lower
than those charged on ordinary goods.
Domestic manufacturers were alarmed at the. court's decision, and the so
licitor-genera- l
personally appealed to
the Supreme Court to review the finding of the lower tribunal. While the
writ of certiorari was granted, the
Klggs case would not, in the ordinary
procedure, have been reached for at
least two years. Heavy refunds and
13,000 similar protests now on tho suspended files oi the board of appraisers
await the final decision. The solicitor-general
appears for the government, and W. Wlckam Smith for the
importers.
CENTRAL
CONVENTION AT BOSTON
Boston, Mess., Oct. 6. The Demo-ocratic State Central Convention as
sembled In Tremont Temple with a
full representatioon from every county in the old bay state. The strife Is
pronounced, caused by the Moran
candidacy, wuich has greatly distress,
ed and even frightened the conser
vatives, f r Maran is surely the
death's head at the feast. Their uopo
is in Douglas, and although he has
said that he would not run again they
hope to pursuade him to undertake
the race a second time In order to relieve them from what they regard as
an Impending calamity. So far, however, Mr. Douglas has given no indication that he will reconsider his expressed determination to enter the
fit-Iagain. Moran Is defiant and
strenuous, and claims he will carry
the convention by storm. But the
conservatives are fighting with vim
and determination and begin to hope
for victory.
DEMOCRATIC

TRAP SHOOTERS LEAGUE
OPENS IN HOLMESBURG
Holmesburg Junction, Pa., Oct. 6.
The trap shooters League began operations for the year at this place today
with a largw representation of mem-txr- s
of the five club circuit unless the
Clearview club comes in when a six
club will be run for the season. The
league will shoot at Media, Pa., on
November 3rd; at Merchantvllle, N.
J., Oct. Kth; on January 6th at Highland, Kdgo Hall, Pa., November 2nd
at Noith Camdt-n- , N. J.

crop brought an average price, whole-Bal- e,
ot $2.60 a box, which is equivalent to about $7 a barrel. They are
shipped to London and Paris and
some few stop at Chicago and New
York, but very few.
It is rather surprising to be told
that much Oregon fruit is now being
shipped by the big freighters to Kobe.
Shanghai and other ports In the Orient, and equally interesting to learn
that It can be sent to these destinations for less freight than it costs to
get the same fruit by rail east halt
way across the state ot Oregon.
The eastern part of Oregon, Is rainless and is about as desolate as any
desert section ot America. There are
sections, however, which have a marvelous soil for irrigation, and the government has Its hand set to a big project now, which will reclaim about
20,000 acres of the best fruit growing land on the continent. This land
is adjacent to the Umatilla river, in
eastern Oregon. The river will be
dammed near the town of Echo, aai
a big reservoir erected.0- A little melodrama ot the wild and
woolly west is taking place in connection with one of tha government's
Irrigation works in the Jackson's
Hole country.. As everybody knows,
this Is the historic refuse for outlaws.
of all kinds. It is one of the wildest
and most rugged paits of the whole
'
continent.
Up in this Jackson's Hole region
are Lakes Jackson and Jenny, which
the reclamation service Is engaged in
damming and raising for reservoir
purposes. All the material for the
work has to bo packed and teamed
about 100 miles from the last railway
terminus.
Now it has come to pass that the
government's reservoir is to include
the site of a squatter's house, a trapper and guide named Jim Sheffield.
Jim came up here many years ago and
never took the trouble to file any
claim on the land where he put np
his log hut. He thought that land
was plenty enough in the wilderness
and never dreamed that he would be
disturbed.
When Mr. Newell and his engineers
came tbey wanted to do the light
thing, so they offered to buy Jim out.
But Jim would not sell. He said he
preferred to stay where he was, and
anybody who trespassed on his ranch
would do so at his peril. The engineers have since looked Into the business end ot Jim's rifle and are not
trespassing any more. By general
consent the work on the dam is being
carried on in such parts as do not Interfere with Jim Sheffield. But this
can't always last, and eventually Jim
or the reclamation service must give
ground. Mr. Newell doesn't care much
for meeting Jim with his own weapons and Is disposed to sick an Injunction on him. This is what will probably be done.
One thing besides young millionaires Portland is always turning out
In abundance, and no mention of the
city would be adequate without reference to its roses. They are everywhere and of every shade and variety.
They grow and bloom in every month
of the year and are a joy forever.
The climate of Portland consists of
a dry and a wet spell. It does not get
very hot or very cold here. In the
winter months it rains about every
day and In the summer months It does
not rain at all.
Portland Is abont the same latitude
as Minneapolis, but its climate ia
modified, as Is all the northern Pacific
coast, by the warm Japanese current
NEW YORK W. C. T. U.
CONVENES AT NORWICH
Norwich, Oct. 6. The Women's
Christian Temperance union of the
state of New York has assembled here
in Us thirty-thirannual convention,
and will continue its meeting until
and including the 9th. The convention met today in the Methodist Episcopal church. Mrs. Mary J. Wekver
conducted a service ot consecration
and prayer. After a department conference by the board ot superintendents, which lasted an hour and a
quarter, the convention was formally
opened. The annual sermon will be
preached on Sunday morning, and in
the afternoon a mass meeting will be
held in the opera house and a SunJay
school rally in the evening. There
will bo three evening meetings, and
the annual address of the state president, Mrs. Frances W. Graham, will
be the feature of Friday evening. Saturday will bo the "young people's evening," and on Monday evening Miss
Uelle Kearney of Mississippi will be
the speaker. On Thursday there will
be a conference of the Young Men's
Christian Temperance union.
d
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farttr fcr notlfytns a T Mllla nresldintr. to terms In the
HIGHLAND PHARMACY
territorial nrison. at the recent ses
sion of the district court for that
205 East Railroad Ave.
county, which adjourned a few days
nooif T
a&Mha, nlifTil and rpr
acm nt Tlaton.
The prisoners are.
William Allen, aged 24 years, sen
ALVARADO PHARMACY
to one year and one day for
tenced
Tl
w"
agea
ia
Colorado 15 horse steallnit: Arthur Davis,
IBS
First St. mod Cold Avohuo
years, sentenced to one year ana one
aged
day for forgery; George Armijo,
21 vpnrs. sentenced to one year nuu
REPUBLICAN TICKET
one day, for assault with a deadly
weanon. and J. C. Slade, aged 39 SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
years, sentenced to one year and one
For Delegate to Congress
day for burglary.
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Prosperity

INTEREST ALLOWED ON SAYINGS DEPOSITS
FOR SALE Good oartdie and driving
Ave.
Marquette
613
horse, cheap.
WANTED A cook, at 217 South FOR SAI.E Furniture for sale an3
house for rent. Inquire 116 South
Fourth st reel.
High street.
and solicitor
WANYLd Ca'uvusst-at once. Addres J. B. this office.
FOR SALE Two choice lota In the
With Ample Means and Unsurpassed Facilities.
A girl for general house- Grant tract, for $300. One-thir- d
WANTKD
Tlcash, haiance iu a monui. a uar
work; small family. 619 West
gain. See H. S. Knight.
Jeras avenue.
A handsome Hardroan
WANTED I.ady s ticket for Chicago. FOR SALE
nlano. In fine condition and almost
Mrs. W. Young, 408 North Second
For particu
new, at a bargain.
street.
lars, pall at this office.
WANT IS It Ten girls for clerks.
Holmboe Ilros., B and 10 cent store, FOR SALE The Minneapolis House,at a harea n. Must be sold. Forty122 Oold avenue.
on
four rooms, all newly furnished,
wANfEI Gentleman boarder
tainted and papered. The best pay
Ranch, half mile from car line,
Extends to Depositors Every Proper Accommodation, and Solicit
ing property In Albuquerque. Any
il, Citizen office.
New Account
C.
Capital, $150,000.00.
acceptable.
address
or
Call
offer
WANTED To buy a camping ouun.
D. Warde, the Minneapolis House,
harness and wagon, in
Albuquerque, N. M.
quire at 218 North Walter street.
0nCERS AND DIRECTORS
P 'ir Jl
LOST.
em
and
furnished
Help
WANTED
Solomon Luna, President: W. 8. Strickler, V. P. and Cashier; W. J.
aecureo
case
hunting
gold
kinds
of
all
LOST Small solid
ployment
Johnson, . set. Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge, Solowatch. Plain case, with monogram
promptly. Call on, write or phone
mon '.'.una, A. M. Blackwell, Geo. Arnot, O. E.
l.
case.
Employment Agency. F.
M. P. H. engraved on outside
West
109
Engraved on inside case, "1902.
t. rviihurn. nronrletor.
Suitable reward offered. Return to
Silver avenue. Auto, phone 270.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TOPEKA A SANTA FE RY.
SLANDERER OF PHOENIX ALL WORK ABSOLUTELY GUAR
BERNALILLO COUNTY
A woman to cook and do
Williams drug store. Dr. Mary P
WAN'iEb
ANTEED.
P. Hunter.
general house work in a ramny oi
two; no children. Apply at once
REPUBLICAN CONVENTION HER PICTURE OF THE SPREAD
PER80NAL PROPERTY LOANS.
to 310 South Edith street.
OF ALCOHOLISM IN THAT
d
Becoua-nauGentlemen's
WANTED
CITY.
clothing. No. 615 South First atreei,
In compliance with a resolution of
south of viaduct. Sena address and
f.
41m Miuntv renubllcan central com
inouirv is being anxiously made to
will call. R. J. Sweeney, proprietor On Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
B. F. COPP
mittee of the county of Bernalillo, discover the Identity of the woman of
Good girl tor general Wagons and other Chattels; also on
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
adonted at a meeting held at Albu Phoenix who told Rev. W. W. Havens, ROOM 12, N. T. ARMIJO BUILDING. WANTED
housework. German preferred. Mrs. SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RE--1
1906,
27.
the
.
superintendent
M
of
Sentember
Albuquerque,
N.
of
onorniiA
avcopper
as
624
west
high
Putney,
L. B.
CEIPTS, aa low as $10 and as
Mexico-Arizonm.
vn Tent Ion nf the republicans of New
WHAT THE KIDNEYS DO.
S200.
enue.
Loans are Quickly made and
OmCCRB AND OIBCCTO
said county Is hereby called to meet league, that there were only 100 peo- Hop- strictly private.
Time: One month
rhvstclan
Jonn
WANTEIi
from
Ua
Keeps
Unceating
cuy,
.Work
uo
wno
w
Their
S.
JOSHUA
uui uuiu
ipie in fnoenix
RAYNOLD3
President
KIks opera House, in mis
t the
kins' Hospital. Baltimore, seeko an to one year given, uooas remain in
Strong and Henlthy.
on Monday, the eih aay or October, hollo liquors, says the Phoenix JourM. W. FLOURNOY
Vice President
reasonare
in
your
rates
Expert
possession.
Our
Mexico.
in
New
opening
statement
this
m.,
Mr.
p.
the
made
nal.
for
Havens
1906, at 7:30 o'clock
:
FRANK McKEE
Cashier
uhvsical and microscopical dlag able. Call and see us before borrow
All the blood In the body passes
purpose of nominating a county ticket In a public meeting night before last
R. A. FROST
office, ing.
Cashier
Assistant
A.
Citizen
A.
Address
every
nosis.
onne
three
kidneys
women
men,
large
through
of
to
number
a
the
to be Toted for at the next regular
H. F. RAYNOLDS
Director
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
kldneya filter the blood. WiANTED Traveling and local rep
election, which will be held on the and children, and who know they do minutes. The night
and day. When
Thev work
resentatives, either sex, to present SteamshlD tickets to and from all
6th day of November, 1906. The of- - not drink. They therefore, natually healthy,
parts of the world.
ouu
U. m. DEPOSITORY
they remove about
new, attractive advertising offer of
cera that will be voted for are as want to know who this woman is.
Rooms 3 and 4, Grant Bldg.
first-claThe woman, according to Mr. HaV' grains of Impure matter daily, when
established muBic school.
Capital
$500,000.00
Authorized
follows: One delegate In congress
315 West Railroad Ave.
only twenty teioiaiiers unhealthy some part or mis impure
Permanent work and advancement.
$250,000.00
one member of the legislative council ens, allowed
Paid Up Capital, Surplus' and Profits
OFFICES.
PRIVATE
DIOOO.
In
tne
cnurcnes.
luis
left
matter
in
nve
or
tne
ine
Salary for traveling $1020.00 first
Ber to each
f New Mexico, for the county ofhouse
sympOpen
Evsnlnos.
many
&
Fe
brings
and
nips
Atchison,
Topeka
Railway
Santa
Company
Depository
diseases
for
on
her,
according
took
weekly.
others,
to
year, and expenses paid
nalillo: two1 members. ofT.T the rw- , I .
neaaacue,
DacK,
tne
V
I
l I till lilt.
Plymouth,
BIT U. OIBV I LUU1B-1U
121
Joseph
Moore,
.
.
,
l
represeniativea ui
A
... . : i,tn
t
rhmi.
.
I
.
.V.
for the county of Bernalillo; v " " i tables. Mr.
J
01 i"
Havens said he was notimatism, gout, gravei, aisoruur
women in each
members of the board of county com nreriHrpil
hearing,
dizziness,
ir WANTED Men and
wholesale
thin
and
nrrent
in
county as field managers to repre
missioners: one nrobate Judge; one dictment of
debility,
drowsiness,
regular
heart,
and
people
of
Phoenix
the
clerk of the probate court; one su he told her he
sent, advertise and distribute sam- etc.
that he would bet dropsy, deposits in the urine, you
perintendent of schools; one sheriff; her $20 that hesaid,
Dles of our goods. Salary $80.00 Close in on North Fifth, at a bargain
right
you
filters
more
than
keen
find
the
But if
could
one county assessor; one treasurer 100 total abstainers
per month, paid weekly, and cash
your
kid
with
cor
this week.
trouble
no
will
have
within the
sj&d
collector; one county porate limi-advanced for expenses. No capital
neys.
necessary.
surveyor, and five members of the
Position
or expenlence
ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO
present at the meeting
Nazario Alarld, of Cerrillos iioaa,
permanent.
constitutional convention to adopt a- andMinisters
Address Northwestern
Mexico, says: "I was
Fe,
New
Inti
Santa
of
churches
members
the
room
in,
5
lowlands,
Ariclose
house,
Also
of
constitution for the new state
Co., Dept. 2 K, 338 Wabash avenue,
mated, though they did not say so, continually buying medicine ror my1
CAPITAL,
for $2700.00.
$100,000.00
Chicago, 111.
kidneys.
None of the medicine
were
crimes
beside
other
that
there
county
Berof
Kacb. precinct In the
my
on
slightest
eriect
of
lying
one
was
drinking
had
the
used
that
and
AND
PROFITS,
SURPLUS
22,000.00
WANTED.
SALESMEN
nalillo Is entitled to one delegate to them. They would vouch for, the kidenys or backache, at least I was
the republicane county convention for members of their respective churches unable to notice any. When an at- - SALBSMAN Experienced in any line
A
very twenty-fivvotes cast for Hon. whe would not enter into any sort of I tack of backache reached the vldulent
Interest Paid on l ime Deposits
to sell general trade In New Mex
W. H. Greer for member of the terri,
wora
Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent. Drafts Issued on all parts of the World
I
propo
stop
specialty
stage,
compelled
was
Anneuser-Buschto
ico.
unexcelled
I
An
compromise
with
Ave.
Gold
110
West
torial council In 1904, and one addi- nor Gambrinu8. nor would thev consld-- for an hour until the spasm disap- sition. Commissions and $35 week
tional delegate for each fraction er for a moment Omar Khan's
ly for expenses.
When suffering from an atThe Continental
thereof above ten votes so cast, and fense of the vine:
I got Doan's Kidney Pills. The
tack
Co., Cleveland, O.
Jewelry
the primaries in the several pre-tn- ta Why, be this juice the growth of remedy soon benefitted me In every WANTED Salesman to place Jewelry BACON & BASHINSKY
We Want Your
Business
for the selection of delegates to
way and removed every symptom of
God, who dare
departments with general trade in
the republican county convention Blaspheme the twisted tendril
kidney complaint. I heartily recomHigh commissions
Mexico.
New
will be called to order by the respectREAL ESTATE AND LOAN:
mend Doan's Kidney Pills."
snare?
$100.00 monthly advance. Per- with
60
Price
dealers.
by
all
For
ive chairmen herein designated:
sale
A blessing, we should use it, should
DIRECTORS
capable
sales
position
for
manent
Auto Phone 578
205 West Gold
Dele- prec. Name of
Co., Buffalo,
Chair- cents. Foster-Milbuwe not?
N. Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dye. E. A. Mlera.
man. Jewelry experience unnecesgates. And, if a curse, why then, who set It N. Y., sole agents for the United
man.
No.
Prec
I). H. v,a,rns. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Jay A. Hubbs.
sary. Jess H. Smith Co.. Detroit,
States.
1. San Jose
Plutarco Lueras 4
there? '
Mich.
and
name
Doan's
X. Alameda
Melqulades Mar
Remember
the
The discussion Wednesday morning
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
54
tinez
spread to sporting circles, the inter take no other.
MAJL EHJE UPWANETX
o
4. Ran. de Albuq. Daniel Martinez
est being aroused mainly by Mr. Hav
WANTED Good man In each county
LAWYERS.
LEGAL NOTICE.
K.
Eslavio Vigil
Barelaa
ens reported offer to bet witn nis
to represent and advertise hardware
N. Marino
unknown informant. The gamblers Last Willi and Testament of John
C Ioe Padlllas
M. BCno.
Ira
etc.
samples,
put
out
department,
were divided as to the truth of her
7. San Antonio Darlo Gutierres
Condon, Deceased.
weekly; expense mon- ATTOR..EY AT LAW. 32 F street
salary
$21.00
statement, but regardless of their
S Los Grlegos
David M. Perea
To O. N. Marron and Patrick Kallaey advanced. Dept. A, The Colum N. W., Washington, D. 0. Pensions,
views, their gallantry moved them to her. executors
9. Ran. de Atrisco D. J. Metzgar
copyrights, caveats,
and devisees, Mrs,
lands, patents,
bia Houne, Chicago.
"10. Eacobosa
offer to put up the money for her If Mary Condon Specht, Minnie Condon,
Pablo Crespln
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
FOR
SLNT.
she was afraid.
J. F. Hubbell
H. Pajarito
Edward Condon, David Condon, Jr.,
R. W. D. Bryan.
modern
20
M, G. Hlckey
11. Albuquerque
Sisters of Mercy of Memphis. Tenn., FOR RENT New
ATTORNEY
AT LAW, Albuquer
cottages.
Frank Ackerman, Grant que, N. M. Office,
Memphis,
13. Old Albuquer- - (Modesto C. Or
Joseph's Hospital,
St.
First National
oulldlng.
10 WILL SPEND MORE MONEY
Que
tls
lenn.: the Sisters of Charity of Cin
Bank building.
II. San Iguaclo Pedro Aranda 2
clnnatl, O.; Sisters of Charity of the FOR RENT Pleasant, airy, well-fu- r
E. W. Dobso.i.
22. L TUera
J. R. Carpenter 2
nished rooms for housekeeping. ii
Leavenworth Branch, A. M. Manda
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Office. Crom
ON THE MESA
PARK tor!, superior of the Dominican Order
23. San Antonlto Juan Gutierres
West Railroad avenue.
well Mock. Albuquerque, N. M.
T.N. Wilkerson 21
2C Albuquerque
at FOR RENT Furnished rooms, with
in charge of St. Peter a church
DENTISTS.
28. Atrisco
Translto Cande- Memphis, Tenn.; Thoa. S. Byrne,
or without loard; home cookins
4
larla
Twenty members of the Mesa Park bishop of Nashville, Tenn.; Bister su
207 North Fifth street.
DR.
J. E. KRAFT,
AND
J. D. Maldonado 3 Driving association met Thursday nerior of St. Joseph's hospital at Al FOR RENT
34. Chllill
The Roosevelt House.
Dental Surgeon.
35. Los Duranes Carlos B. Chaves 5 night in the smoking room of Rotnen buquerque, N. M., and to all whom It
30'j'a West Railroad avenue. Ap
Rooms
15 and 16, Grant block, over
The precinct meetings shall be held berg & Sen loss Cigar company's store may concern
the Golden Rule Dry Goods company.
ply 322 South Seventh street.
not later than Saturday, the 6th day and decided to raise more money by
You are hereby notified that the al
Both 'phones. Appointments made by
room.
dining
Kitchen,
FOR
RENT
1906,
precincts
except
in
of October,
stock sales and make runner lm leged last will and testament of John
bed room and store room; $15 per mail.
12, 13 and 26, the primaries shall be provements on the park. Among the Condon, late of the county or uerna
Minneapolis House, 524
Edmund J. Alger, D. D. 6.
month.
held on Friday, the 5th day of Octo improvements decided upon will be a illo and territory of New Mexico, ae
No. 306 Railroiid avenue.
Office
Sout h Second street.
home for a park keeper, whose duty ceased, has been produced and lead
ber. 1906.
8:30 a. m., to 12:., p. m.; 1:30
The precinct chairmen herein ap It will be to keep the park in good in the probate court of the county of FOR KEinT. Apartuieuta lu Par hours,
p. m. to 5 p. m. Telephone 462. ApView terrace, eight rooms each;
pointed shall take action and call the shape, water the trees, tend the farm- Bernalillo, territory of New. Mexico,
steam heated, and all other modern pointments made by mall.
precinct primaries, at such date, hour ing and gardening of the park and at an adjourned regular term thereof,
conveniences. H. H. Tilton, room 19,
nd place as they may deem proper, keep it from being trespassed upon, held on the 1st dav of October. lub
PHYSICIANS.
Gran t B ock;
within the date affixed above, and 1 be new gasoline engine recently In and the day of the proving of said al
R. L. HUST.
Drt.
stalled over the deep well sunk at leged last will and testament was by FOR RENT A six room two-stogive proper notice of said meetings.
Office, 6 8, N. T. Armijo Bldg.
All persons In sympathy with the the park is working finely. The trees, order of the Judge of said court there
brick house, corner of Seventh
Tuberculosis treated with High
principles of the republican party and two rows of which were set around upon fixed for Monday, the 5th day o
street and TIJeraa avenue. Inquire Frequency
and
opposed to democratic rule, and who the race track, ure growing nicely, November. A. D. 1906. term of said
at Ixmimori &. Mattenccl, 624 West Germicide. Electrical Current
given each
Treatments
are not affiliated with any party or and the association Is encouraged to court, at 10 o'clock in the forenoon of TiJeras avenue.
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m.. Trained
organisation opposed to the regular believe that no trouble will be ex said day.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms nurse in attendance.
Both 'phones.
republican party of the county of Ber perienced in growing trees on the
seal
Given under my hand and the
houses and flats for housekeeping,
UNDERTAKER.
nalillo, are hereby cordially invited to mesa. The land owned by the asso of this court this 1st day or uciouer,
also ranch. Will take parties to
ciation consists of ltU acres of
take part in the primaries.
A. I). 1906.
board. Apply at 110 East Coal
'phone 316.
Colo.. Red 115.
Alternates shall not be recognized tieautirul land ag can be found any
A. E. WALKER.
enue.
Mrs. Norris.
A. BORDERS.
and proxies will not be admitted un where.
Probate Clerk.
Club Building. Black
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms, Commercial
less held and presented by resident
and White Hearse. $5.
$1.23 to $1.50 per week; 25c to 5uc
A Badly Burned Girl
Al
Eczema
same
and
precinct.
Tetter
of
Torments
of the
night. Also rooms for light
ARCHITECTS.
laved.
The chairman and secretary of each or boy, man or woman, is quickly
housekeeping.
The Minneapolis
characteristic
itching
precinct meeting shall certify to the out of puin If Bucklen's Arnica Salve
The intense
F.
Spencer.
W.
Room
Bamett
House, 524 South Second street,
county is applied promptly. G. J. Welch of of eczema, tetter and like skin dls
chairman of the republican
Building. Albuqueniue. N. M. Both
Albuquerque, N. M.
central committee the list of dele- Tekonsha, Mich., says: "I use it in eases is instantly allayed by applying
Phones.
my family for cuts, sores, anil all rhiiniherlain'n
gates selected in his precinct.
Salve, and many se
rCM SALE.
ESTABLISHED 1873.
"OLD RELIABLE."
CIVIL ENGINEER.
Contests, if any, shall be filed with skin Injuries, and find It perfect.' vere cases have been permanently FOR SALE Fire wood at the Su- all
by
pile
Quikebt
cure known. Best heal cured by its use. For sale
the secretary of the county commiperii r Lumber and Planing Mill Co.
J. R. Farwell.
ttee not later than October 8, 1906, at ing Bulve made. 25c at all druggists. druggists.
FOR SALE Fine driving mare; also
Room 23. N. T. Armijo building.
19 o'clock a. m.
second-han- d
surrey. 1123 Tigras
FRANK A. HUBBELL,
NOTARY PUBLIC.
Road.
Chairman Republican Central Comno borne run SALE lirocery store and ren
and
to
children,
love
H
Thos. K. D. Maddlion.
mittee of Bernalillo County, New
taurant. Inquire at The Citizen of
Office with W. B. Childers, 117 West
v
Mexico.
tan ie completely bappy withFLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
fice.
Gold
avenue.
NESTOR MONTOYA, Secretary.
out them, yet tbeordeal through FOR "RENT Three-roofuriilsFud
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple Groceries
KOUfcHICK STUVfct, E. E.
which th eipectant mother,
house, with bath, close In. No. 1U8
S
In the Southwest.
OFFICIAL MATTERS
.loti ii street.
Electrical and Mechanical Engineer,
aust pas usually is so full of suffering-Co
&
Agent for Fairbanks, Morse
SALE Ono double seated sur
dantr and fear that she looks forward Kill
and easollne engines a specialty,
rey, horse and harness, cheap. Ap Gat
AND
9()fi
West Hnl rnurl avenue. AUicr
apprehension
ical
with
tb
or
hour
ply
323
tri
South Second street,
at
Notaries Public Appointed.
179.
'phone,
matlc
22
South Edith street.
RAILROAD AVENUE.
Mother's Friend, by its pene
nd dread
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M
The following notaries public have
Blood Poisoning
btseo appointed by Governor Hager-uian- : trating and soothmg properties, allays nausea, nervousness, and FOR SALE Horse, busgy and har
ness cheap: also furniture of four resnlla fmm chronic constipation
so prepares the system for the
room house, and of a three room which is quickly cured by Dr. Kings
O. C. Marshall, Texico, Roosevelt all unpleasant feelings, and
Party New LifB Pills. They remove all
house, new, at a bargain.
county; J. S. Candelario, Santa Fe, ordeal that she passes through
h aving city.
Inquire at 419 West poisonous germs from the system and
Q
T.
rtW--.
sT.
ami
tianla Fe county; Felix 11. Lester, Alt'opper avenue
be event safely and with but FVfl
Infiixn n.-life and vigor; cure sour
buquerque, Bernalillo county; Luci
DEALER IN NATIVE AND CHICAGO LUMBER
FOR
uicicnanilise stomach, nausea, headacne, aizziuess
SALE General
Pit
ano Tafoya, San Antonio. Socorro little suffering, as numbers have lUt HHJU
U4 t i
dlscom
SouthEl
or
Paso
griping
on
vn
and
svi
w
the
business
v
and rolie. without
'county; William M. Taylor, Willard,
SHERMAN-WILLIAMPAINT Covers more, loo
estified and said, "it is worth 1 1
best, wears the
New
Mexico. fort 2r,c.
western In eastern
Guaranteed by all drug
Torrance county; J. D. McGratb, Roy,
longest, most economical; full measure.
$20,000.
Fine
to
Stock
$15,000
,
gists.
Mora county; Melqulades T. Otero. its weight in gold." $1.00 per
In
stock. Plaster, Lime, Cemeut rain
BUILDlNu PAPER Always
n
for riht party. Can ex'
Ouebro, Valencia county; Pablo J. bottle oi druggists.
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
Four-holrange for $15 on Install
plain good reason for selling. LoDelgado, Pasamonte, Union county;
Adfurniture
New
Mexico.
D.
Enimous,
the
AVE.
in
COAL
AND
ments.
ALBUQUERQUE,
cality
STREET
FIRST
J.
information
healthiest
NEW MEX.
.
Lewis R. Oodden, Aden, Dona Ana valuable
man.
dress inquiries to this
BRADJULD REGULATOR
xiuity; John P. Victory, Sunta Fe,
-
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A SQUARE DEAL"

WOMEN

"FAIR

AND

EVENING CITIZEN.

PAGE

THE LENGTH AND BREADTH OF IT

CAN

J. D. Eakln, President
Vice President

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
kaap ararylhlng

Hiram Hadley,

Professor

superin-

tendent of public instruction, recently requested the attorney general to
examine the statutes and give an
opinion upon the question, "Are wom-

en eligible to hold the office of county superintendent of schools?" The
following is the opinion of the attorney general holding "no:"
Territory of New Mexico, Office of
Attorney General.
Santa Fe. Oct. 6. 1906.
Professor Hiram Hadley, Superintend
ent of Public Instruction, Santa
Fe, N. M.
Sir I have your favor of recent
date in which you ask for an opinion
as to whether a woman is eligible to
cates.
A copy of the circular letter was noid tne office of county school su
I have examined into
received last night by this office, and perintendent.
this matter very carefully and much
it reads as follows:
to my regret am compelled to con
Santa Fe, Octo. 5, 1906.
Territory of New Mexico, Office of clude that under the present laws
governing the matter a woman is not
the Executive.
entitled to hold said office.
To the Board of County CommissionThe organic act provides:
ers, Bernalillo county. New Mexico.
That every free, white male inInasmucn as the
Gentlemen:
of Joint statehood for New Mexico habitant, above the age of 21 years,
and Arizona is nob only local but na who shall have been a resident of
tional In its import and because of this territory at the passage of this
th fact that the official returns of act, shall be entitled to vote at the
the vote upon this question must be first election and shall be eligible to
certified to the authorities at Wash- any office within said territory, but
ington, there to come before them for the qualifications of votesr and holdofficial action, it is especially incum- ing of office at all subsequent elecbent upon all the officials of the ter- tions shall be such as shall be preritory of New Mexico who will be scribed by the legislative assembly.
concerned in any manner with the
Subsequent legislative assemblies
convassing of the returns In the forth- have prescribed the qualifications of
coming election to use every effort voters, but I have been unable to find
within their power to see that the re- that any subsequent legislature has
turns of such election are counted attempted to define the qualifications
openly and with absolute fairness.
of persons to hold office in
terri
MAKB A G00d TICKET TO REPRESENT THE COUNTRY
The statehood question, which is to tory. This would leave thetheorganic
WtaVi vT JFXoPx,RBANKS
vivtv
PERPENDICULARLY? Florida Times Union.
be vobed upon at the coming election, act still In force as to the
qualifica
is one of such supreme importance to tions or ornce holders.
the whole country and to the national
This opinion is shared in by two of
grounds of the Hurllngham, Roehamp-ton- ,
administration that any irregularities my predecessors In
office. Hon. EdRianelagh, or some crack French
in the counting of toe votes, wnlch ward L. Bartlett and
C0P1G EVENTS
G. W.
Hon.
club. The soiling price of the ponies
could in any way bring into question Prichard.
Is not high, so there is not a great
the validity of the election would ue
Respectfully submitted,
margin in the business."
a national disaster. While there Is
October 10 The Merchant of VIn
W. C. REID,
no reason to believe that the election f
Mr. Hndebrand bought most of his ice.
Attorney
General.
on the statehood question will not b
ronies this trip in the viclnty of WilNovember 6. Mahara's MlnBtrels.
cox, Benson and the Chiricahua range.
carried on absolutely fairly in all
November 8. My Friend From Ar
Shortly after his arrival in the west kansas.
parts of New Mexico, it Is our duty, JURY RETURNS
he made a purchase of a few head in
In order to avoid all possible future
November 14 The maid and the
cnicago. All of the Arizona ponies, Mummy.
criticism, to see that every precaution
looking towards a fair counting of the
however, are to be taken abroad.
November 15. Uncle Josh.
votes should be adopted.
November 26 Uncle Tom's Cabin.
NOTICE FO.1 PUBLICATION.
Section 1627 of the compiled laws of
December 10 The Holy City.
1897, provides:
December 14 King of Triumphs.
OF COUNTY
Department of the Interior, Land OfOFFICIALS
"That it shall be the duty of the BOOKS
December 29. Hooligan's Troubles.
ALSO EXAMINED AND FOUND
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 2"
county commissioners eight days preDecember 31 My Wife's Family.
TO BALANVE.
A Carload
vious to an election to appoint three
Started From 1906.
Notice is hereby given that Juan
judges for each .precinct who shall be
Wounds, Bruises and Burns.
The fall term of the district court
Pablo Montano of Hagan, N. M., has
persons of discretion and good charPhoenix. Arizona. For
By applying an antiseptic dressing
for Colfax county closed at Raton
filed notice of his intention to make
acter."
r
The grand Jury has been
final
England and France.
proof in support of to wounds, bruises, burns and like inIn conformity with this provision of 'Wednesday.
in session two weeks and out of
his claim, viz: Homestead Entry. No. juries before inflammation sets in,
law and with the above considerations, thirty-si6312, made April 22, 1901, for the NW they may be healed without maturaIt appears to me advisable to suggest indictmentsoases reported, twenty-fiv- e
were found. The Jury
the time
SW
Section 4, Lots 3 and 4. tion and in about
that in making the appointments of examined
E. T. Hildebrand, representing CapThis
the books of the county off- tain Long
5, Lots 1 and 6, Section 8, and required by the old treatment.
Section
Judges and clerks for the forthcoming
of London, England, one of Lot
icers and reported them in first class
3,
Section 9, Twp. 12 N, Is the greatest discovery and triumph
election the county commissioners condition.
the crack polo players or England, Range
surgery.
of
modern
Chamberlain's
6 E, and
said proof will be
should appoint persons who will repThe following sentences were im- shipped from the Salt river of Arizona made before the iuat
Pain Balm acts on this same princiProbate Clerk at Ber- - ple.
resent Doth sides of public opinion posed:
valley via Wells Fargo express a car
antiseptic
It Is an
and when ap
upon the joint statehood
naiuio, n. M., on November 6, 1906.
question;
Edward Burns, Joseph E. Clayton load of ponies which will in time find
plied to such Injuries, causes them to
names
He
following
the
witnesses
to
that is to say, some who are known
their way to the polo grounds of Eng- prove his
u rranK searies, tramps who burcontinuous residence uDon. heal very quickly. It also allays the
to favor the proposition and others glarized
land and France. The ponies will be
pain and soreness and prevents any
who are known to oppose the same. uu May tho cellar of D. L. Stanton, reloaded at New York oiiy on an ocea and cultivation of, tho land, viz:
io, were each given a year liner
Nestor Gonzales of Hagan, N. M.; danger of blood poisoning. Keep
Furthermore, I would deem it advis in
will
and
leave
port
on
that
the
penitentiary,
the
but sentence was 16th of October.
Jacobo Gutierrez of Las Placitas, N. bottle of Pain Balm in your home
able that the official proclamation for biispenaed
Mr. Hildebrand ac- M.;
good
behavior. companied
Jose F. Gutierrez of Las Placitas, and it will save you time and money,
the election should contain not only The men naveCuring
shipment.
upthe
will
He
been in the county jail on
N. M.; Andres Armijo of Las Placitas, not to mention the inconvenience and
an invitation, but also an urgent re- five months
his
arrival
England
in
prepare
the
suffering such Injuries entail. For
quest to the voters in the several pre- the court 8 and the punishment, in ponies for the life they are destined to N. M.
opinion, has already been
sale by all druggists.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
cincts that persons of opposite opin- sufficiently served.
follow, and after disposing of them
Register.
ions upon this subject be present at
C. Slade, burglary and larceny of will again return to this territory, his
J.
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
the time and place where the votes cools irora tne
present intention being to reach here
NOTICE OF SUIT.
are canvassed, in the several pre- city August 11, Santa Fe shops In this about the last of December.
Department
of the Interior, Iand Of
one year.
cincts, and also, that citizens of differ-n- t Arthur Davis, sentenced
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 22,
If tho horsemen, cattlemen and Territory of New Mexico. County of
forgery, one year and
opinions be present at the session one day.
1906.
ranchers in general of Arizona would
Bernalillo, In the District Court.
of the commissioners at which the reNotice is hereby given that William
George O'Nell and Flem Hopson, devote a little attention to the matter, Francis J. Thlbault, Plaintiff, vs. Edna
turns for the country are canvassed assault with
Q. Tight of Albuquerque, N. M., has
it is possible that they would in a few
M. Ross Thlbault, Defendant.
a knife, one year.
No. Died
and certified.
notice of his Intention to make
William Turpine was sentenced to years develop an Industry in the rais7161.
It will be by means such as this
final commutation proof in support of
six months in the county Jail for ing of polo ponies wulch would be of
that we will convey to the people of flourishing
The said defendant, Edna M. Ross nis claim, viz: Homestead Entry No,
great value to them. In no place in
a
this territory, to those of Arizona,
the whole country are the conditions Thlbault, is hereby notified that a suit 9112 made April 2, 1906, for the NE
o the authorities at Washington and
T.p. 10
23.
N.
Section
Mrs. Bambini, at her parlors. No, such as to make good ipolo ponies as has been commenced against her by
to the nation at large, the fact that
.
they are in this territory. 'Cow ponies' the said plaintiff, Francis J. Thlbault, Range 3 E, and that said proof will
i . . nuuroaa
ti i
avenue, is pre are
the jmople of New Mexico believe in Dnn weoi
the trlct to start with to in the aforesaid court, wherein said be made before the Probate Clerk, at
an honesti ballot and a fair count upon pared to give thorough scalp treat- makeJust
good sensible1 polo ponies. That plaintiff seeks an absolute
divorce Albuquerque, N. M., on November 6,
ment, do hair dressing, tret corns,
all public questions.
and auch 1906.
bunions and ingrowing nails. She they can be marketed at a fair Drire from the said defendant,
Kespectfully yours,
He names the following witnesses to
gives massage treatment and manicur- tney must be quick and fast, 14.2 ether relief as may be equitable, on prove
H. J. HAGERMAN,
his continuous residence upon,
ing. Mrs. Bambini's own preparation nanus nigh and well reined.
You me ground of the abandonment of
Governor of New Mexico.
piaintiij by defendant, and taat unless and cultivation of, the laud, viz:
of completion cream builds up the must realize that you have good stock 8alJ
M. F. Angell, C. E. Hodgln, Charles
dt'fendant enters her appearance
skin and ' improves the complexion, here when I come all the way from In
An Awful Cough Curea.
sald cause on or befre the 3rd day Etne, Mrs. John Brown, all of AlbuEngland to buy Arizona ponies in '
is
guaranteed
and
not
to
injurious.
be
"Two years ago our little girl had Sne also orepares
light of the tremendous expense of I"'ovenbe 1906. Judgment will be querque, N. J..
a hair tonic that the
MANUEL R. OTERO,
a touch of pneumonia, which left her cures
I am put to with them before they ren(iere(1 ln salJ cause against her by
prevents
and
dandruff
and
hair
with an awful cough. She had spells tailing out; restores
Register.
can be disposed of." The above were default.
life
to
dead
hair;
W. E. DAME,
of coughing, Just like one with the removes moles, warts and superfluous words of Mr. Hildebrand.
Sick HesJahe Cured.
whooping cough and some thoupht hair. Also a face powder,
Clerk of said court.
"It Is low to estimate the
a freckle
SIcl headache
Is caused by de- Hiekey & Moore.
Bhe would not get well at all. We cure
Attorneys
for. rngement
tation on each pony from Phoenix to plaintiff,
pimple
and
cure
pile
cure.
and
of the stomach and by in- posfofflce address, Albuquer- got a bottle of Chamberlain's Cough All of
I ltAmn,.l
OF
Hi fi40.
thee preparations are pureiy tvi.wi.uu. pony
m
,
Ana arter vou
Ren-dy- namuenuin s
uigeauon.
eiomacn
which acted like a charm. vegeiame
. V
in Llvernool vou hkvn H V. -- I " J
compounds.
just ad- Have the
and Liver Tablets correct these disShe stopped coughing and got stout ded a vibrator machine Have
fum.uon aept- - la' lyub- just begun with the expense. They
for
treatment
orders and effoct a cure. By taking
and fat," writes Mrs. Ora Buasard, of scalp, faco and cure of wrinkles. in u s t ue acclimated and trained. Some-- !
healtliy man is a king in his own these tablets as soon as the first inBrubaker, 111. This remedy is for It is also used for rheumatism, pains times it takes as long as three months rk-h-A
..
t
i
i.nhn.ith
dication of the disease appears the
sale by all druggists.
to train a pony and this after ho has t,
and massage
may be warded off. (let a free
attack
unce
reaav
vw.ui.v,
ammH
i.
tne
Try a Citizen Want (
you sample and try them. For sale by all
Try a Citizen wanr. advertisement. market they are taken to lor polo
the
well
druggists.

Mormon Conference
at Salt Lake City
For above occasion the SANTA FE will sell tickets to
Salt Lake City and return for one fare of $33.10.
Tickets on Sale September 28and 29, 1906.

r. r. runor,
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THE
Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL
Lumber,

Glass, Cement and Rex Flinikole Roofing

First and Marqaette

Albtfqaerqoe, New Mexico
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CORNER 4th AND GOLD
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INDUCEMENT

to those who are anxious to have a
gas range, yet are postponing buying
till next year, we are making this
unique offer, good till Augast 20.
Detroit Jewel Gs Range No. 52-1. $21.00.
Terma, $5 cash and 4 a
month for four months.
Detroit Jewel Gaa Range, No.
$22.50.
Terms, $5 cash and $3.50 a
month for five months.
FREE PLUMBING.
To each p rchaser of a range will
be given, free, one year's auoacrip-no- n
to one of the following magaslnea
The Delineator, Good Housekeeping
or Woman's Home Companion. This
exceptional offer will be closed after
Monday, August 20tn.

SHIPMENT

'

NEW MEXICO

BEGINS SEPT. 3rd, 1906

FIRS T

4

Agant.

St. Michael's College

ARIZONA POEO

,

In tloek la outfit tba
matt fattldlaut bar aamplata

Have been appointed exclusive agents In the 8outhwest for Joe. ft.
Schlitz. Wm. Lemp and St Louis A. B. C. Breweries;
Green River, W. H. McBrsyer'e Cedar Brook, Loul Hunter,Yellowstone
arch, and other standard brand of whiskies too numerous toT.J Mmv
mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
But sell the straight article aa received
best Vlur!
Distilleries and Breweries In the United Sta'es. Caltheand InspecTw
Stock end Prices, or write for Illustrated Ctahgu and pric. UaZ
Issued to dealers only.

People at Of County Superintendent of
Election-Governor
Coming
Schools Under Organic Act
of New Mexico.
Hagerman's Letter.

For the Statehood

n

Treasurer.

Successors to
MELINI A EAKIN, and BACHECHI A GIOMI.
WHOLt
tm in

Wa

Hag-erma-

O. Bachechi,

Consolidated Liquor Company

OFFICE

The other day, when Governor
was In the city to hold a conference with political loaders as to
the Intents and purposes of the territorial election law, he was Interviewed by a representative of The
Evening Citizen on the Roosevelt letter to Governor Klbbey, demanding a
"square deal" and a "fair count" for
the statehood people in Arizona and
he stated that he had prepared a letter himself on the same subject, which
tie would mail "to the various county
officials who will have charge of the
counting o( the votes," asking them
that a "square deal" and a "fair
count" be given to the statehood advo-

Chaa. Mellnl, Secretary

O. Gloml,

NOT HOLD

coir

THRtfc.

Fayvood

PLEASANTLY 8ITUATED.
EA8Y TO REACH.
RELIEVES PAIN.
UP THE 8Y8TEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.

Hot

BUILDS

CURES

iDNEY AILMENTS.
CURES DIABETE8.
CURES INDIGESTION.

Springs

I

CURES DROPSY..

'

ACCOMMODATIONS

FAYWOOD,

See Santa F

Men's Outfitters anil Hatters

MORE GOODS FOR
SAME MONEY
5
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Pocket

Shortest, quickest, therefore, the beet. The only way with two throng

trains dally, carrying standard and tourist sleepers, observation dining cars, chair cars and coaches. For any trip, anywhere, any time
TAKE THE SOUTHWESTERN.
THE F

NISH. REtDV FOR KNOTTING1

It Is So Easy
.

ff".toIto,iiMt
.

000a00000

Rock Island System

MOST COMFORTABLE COLLAR ON EARTH

.

thirty day.

Between the Great 8outhwest and Kansas City, St. Louis, Chicago)
and all points North and East by the

THE "LOOSCARF" COLLAR
THE

Th e Onlv tnrnrlMArn r la1 wilKV?a lnli'nn "
"";-Vneckties,

New Mexico

Agent for round

good for

EI Paso & Southwestern System

fflew (Boods

2 for 25c

trip rates,

Communication Made Easy

119 South Second Street

Don 't Yank It

'

ts

"'

&

Wew Store
THE START, AT RIGHT HAND CORNER

n

ZT,', '

.cuonaia & uiinhaint
M

1

. m.'

SAME GOODS FOR
LESS MONEY
I

FIRST

CLA83.

You save the u.ual wear and tear

Inside Band make this possible.

For full particulars see any agent, or address

CARNETT KING
General Agent.

V.

R. STILL,
Gen.

EL PASO, TEXAS.

Paai.

AS ent

CITIZEN.

EVENING

ALBUQUEKQUE

AGE FOUR.
MXXXMXXC0-CX)XX0XX(X0XXX-

THE AL8UQUERQUE

CITIZEN
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THE JAFFA

AND WHAT THEY DO

he Citizen Publishing Company

!

l.est we forgot ami become negligent, we have to
repeat 11 onco In a hl!o thnt. wo art; surrounded by
germs which carry, breed, nourish and support disease
if we give tliPin 1 chance.
ABOUT POSTAL AFFAIRS
And this wo do as a rulo from Ignorance but quite
On Wednesday there mot In St. Ixmls the annual
i on
from ncglfj;ene wo simply forgot. It tl 1h force
of
week
This
convention of postmasters of the first class.
of
habit
lias also Been the asembllng at Now York of the joint
Even tho great. Pasteur, the germ extcrnitnntor,
postal commission, representing both houses of congress.
u who revpluUonZO(1 the world by research In this line,
Both the convention and the commission nave
postal deficit which last
ronalderlng the
cn(hu,aBtlcnlIy (1(lft.n(llng hls Uieory ,,pfore
L authorities charged chiefly to the franking privilege, a brilliant gathering at a dinner given In his honor, for
to rural free delivery, and to second class mail matter, got himself, and after he had washed a bunch of grapes
The amount of matter which the mails carry, free )n a piaga f Water to get rid of the disease breeding
of any Income under the franking privilege, Is truly bacUrlil he drank tne gla8s of water
Besides, tne same privilege is maoe i
tremendous.
Germs are tiny living hod lea so small that they
Min.r hn rilntrilmtlnn of free seeds and a large part
be distinguished by the naked eye. You can only
cannot
Is
parMes.
There
both
of
trf tho campaign literature
I
little doube that If franking were abolished the country study them through a miroscopo, and then even they
would be little If any the worse for It, while a large part appcar qulte small.
orinedencitwouiainusueipuuuui
One can see nothing but dots, minute rods, half
more than 33,000 rural free delivery
spheres
and other shapes or forms, which are sometimes
,.,There are
the, do not nav exnenses. nnd
th
briskly.
moving
quite
rar
government
so
lias
Is
that the
even add a profit.
Bacteria belong to the lowest form of life and need
been too stupid to allow the rural carriers each of
whom has a horse and vehicle to convey packages for a favorable medium and right temperature for their de
delivery alone his route. The objection to a parcels velopment.
post, apart from that naturally offered by the express
Most germs thrive In dirt, darkness and warmth
companies. Is that It would build up the great city mall- villages
Sunshine
and cleanliness are the great microbe de-In
the
damage
business
of
order houses to the
and smaller towns. But this objection could not noia 8troyers.
gainst the confinement of package delivery 10 sutu
scientists have devoted their lives to the study of
packages as originate along the route or tne rura ;i
have BUCCeedcd ln flndng and
Da
i
. .
It is claimed that second class mauer cunsuiui.ru
m
uwb,,
...al.u,
of all mall handled last year, wnne lauiuwus u.
In weight
the revenue derived from It amounted to Dtit one- - fever, malaria, dipntnerin, consumption, etc.
twentieth. Second class martter, It Is said, was Intended
It may e ea8ny understood of what great Import to apply only to bona fide newspapers, and that these- ance tne gtU(jy 0f these little bodies Is In the designat- are seldom carried in any number over extended o.is- I ing or diagnosing of disease and eliminating the germs
lances. But what really forms the large duik oi bocuuu- trom the huraan body.
Bv ntudylng the nature of the respective bacteria,
class matter, and which Is of wide circulation and ex- I
tended haul, is the vast number of magazines and other thelr nfe history, what they thrive on and what they are
periodicals which now crowd the mails, going to ueaiers deBtroyed by, great men have succeeded In creating
as well as subscribers. Some change ln this particular ant)(joteg i0 the poison produced by the germs when
they attack the human body.
would seem to be demanded.
Aniltnvln wtiloh la InloctpH Intn a rhilil with Hinh- thoro nm tun other Items Of which me I
. ooH examDle of the antidote and has saved
nratal authorities sav little or nothing. One Is thaf th
almost every department of the government is engaged nunareus 0f thousands of children all over the world
ln sending out innumerable documents, an oi n"ulwithln the last few years.
pass through the mails free of postage, inese are oi
Tne tjme Jg not far 0jt when there will be found
great and growing Interest to the people and should not antldote8 t aVj other diseases.
some terms are transmitted by actual contact only,
be reduced In their circulation, but the expense or sucn- i
circulation should not be charged to the postofflce de- and otner8 through the air, but as soon as they get a
nartment, but to the particular department sending mem fertiie 80u tney at once attack and make havoc.
am. Of course, this would not lessen the expense of I
rtaeteria multiply verv rapidly in a short space of
the government; but the postofflce department would oe Ume there are h0Btg of them and devastation is the
relieved of the odium of such large yearly oenciis, auu
wherever they appear.
Luckily not all bacteria are harmful and not all hu- they would be distributed among the other departments
man beings make fertile soil for them. Physically strong
where they certainly belong.
istlne nower to counteract these poison
Another matter the authorities overlook when disensuing the postal deficit is the amount, paia uie
breeders.
o.- Nq nlatter now sanitarily clean a city is, there are
roada. Last year it reached the enormous sum oi
.
.
nnnnnn thn nrlce ner pound for hauling and the rent
n.Bh tn cnntamlnate everybody: still the
I
per annum for the cars having remained unchanged majorIty e8Cnpe unharmed. The secret of it is that
w.. thoge who ar0 weak and more predisposed by hereditary
since 1878. Time and again it nas Deen euown conof first
BUi,jects to be attacked, while the
taJnt make the ea
the annual rent per car is the equivalent
immune.
structlon cost, and that the hauling cnarge per pouuu
Kreatly exceeds that which the same roads charge ine
Take, for instance, tuberculosis. A person suffering
I rrnm
on the sidewalk: tne
that ilicnnso pxnertorates
ntnrom pnmnanles.
,, jP.a .. i rrnsheil bv the nassers-b- y
-Thpaa are some of the questions wiucn tne
Into dust;
,
,
.
inhnio it. but we don't all get sick
inn nt nnKtmastars and the congressional post commis-Some of us who are predisposed to
Kkm might well consider and wnicn proimDiy uiey
wlth tbercuioajH.
n
condition,
take under consideration to greater or less extent.
tho dlspnBe. or weakened, or in a
undoubtedly eet it.
Cleanliness does away with germs, nam soap aim
A PLEASING CONTRACT
water, when abundantly used, make it Impossible for
The state of Minnesota will probably appropriate rmrasltes to cot hold.
Germs like greasy places, and anything tnat is ue1250,000 to erect suitable and needed buildings for its
state fair. But there is badly needed an addition m composlnt? should be destroyed, especially in summer
i,i. n children am so easily infected and
eighty more acres to the fair grounds. Xhe papers oi
summer' complaint carries them off in the crowded disMlnneanolis and St. Paul, centrally to wnicn cuius
buy trjct8 like so many flies.
fair erounds now are. earnestly urge, that theQ Tlstate
II (' - T Hl'tlllD.
V fll- IflK
n .1
I...
inrra
T..l.t....
-fh fon fl nr B
auu
imun-uu.....ubo.
me land as wen.1 US
twin or rather tile eernis enter them, by means or meir niny
narts of the state think that the
--T,wr.- in- --other
. .
.
1.
V
.M. .
v.c ,,.,
" 10
cities should donate the land, apeaking on una ...klnnt hands, whlcn iney put lino uie uiuuiii
recently
said:
News-Tribube
clean.
must
the Duluth
There are some terrible diseases which may ie
"Wb KiitrePHt that this Is a very appropriate time l
nr i.o im
nf st Paul and Minneapolis to deal liber- - transmitted to innocent people through money; through
frlv
HnllllX Rllhstnntlal ...in.
tmi.iin HrinklMT cim: throueh fruit: through
lf
...III. (ha Corn fair B II rl
.lien nf thlr annreclation of the immense financial ben- - I dishes in a restaurant, etc
Money, especially s.lvor and copper coins, is nan- flts derived bv them from these annual state expos!
i r)iea Dy different people,
10,
not
ought
will
not,
and
and some have tne nasty n.um
state
The
tlons.
do much more for the fair until the cities do something of putting It into the mouth.
They now have tne
These coins are Biirely rleh with Daciena one nan- besides hold the scoop.
manage
into
to
drain
them, and without washing the hands sits down to
university
dies
and
pltol and the
,, ..
- ,
.
W.

ft

RflMMDlElLlL' bors

Boys Und.nv.ar

Grocery Gomp'y.

W. T. McCREIGHT,
Business Manager.

sTRICKLER,

"Good Things to Eat"

by every standard, whether It be ma
or workmanship, whether style or pat
terns, our new Fall and Winter Suits and
Overcoats for Toung Men prove their superior
worth prove that they are the faultless productions ol
men who have made the designing and making of high-claclothing their life study, and have been wonderfully successful ln their attainments. There is refinement ln every detail ln the appropriateness of the color
effects, In the fashioning of the lapels, In the graceful
back lines of the coats and ln the perfect set of the
trousers. In truth we are more than maintaining the
very high standard long ago attained ln our lines of
Voug Ken's HIgh-Grad- e
clothing.
The arrival of extensive orderi places our present
stock In splendid condition, especially In the complete
size assortments
prices from 10.00 to $25.00.

THE BEST OF

WE SELL

DON'T CHARGE ANY MORE
NEC

IS ABSOLUTELY

THAN

ESSARY.

THE MOST EF

GIVE YOU

FICIENT SERVICE.

BOY'S SHOES

GIVE

CAN

YOU

IF

SATIS

BOY'S

oooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooo

REFERENCES YOU

FACTORY

u.oc,

CAN HAVE CREDIT.

APPRECIATE

WE

YOUR

Don'l

OUR APPRECIATION.

SHOW

TION,

CONSIDERA-

INTO

SHOULD

WHY

IT'S

AT JAFFA'S.

AND

CONVENIENT

Live!

to live as you should live In a
cosy, comfortable little home of
your own, furnished with your own
furniture. Our long credit points
shortest way to the home beautiful.
It allows you to pay a little at a
time as your income allows. It is
acknowledged to be the easiest
plan now being offered In this city.

YOU

BUY ELSEWHERE?
TRY TRADING

Exist

We make it possib'e

TAKING ALL THESE
THINGS

Merely

TO

TRY

AND

BUSINESS

uour

ECONOMICAL.

We have everything
Furniture,Dinnerware,

r.lt

1

o
o

M1 terials

EVERYTHING.

rnn

"u

hats 2

ss

,

--

6, 1906.

Announcement to Young Men

'

two-thir-

OCTOBER

gOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOPOOOOOOOOO

WHAT MICROBES ARE

Published Pally and Weekly.

SATURDAY,

.Kitchenware, Rugs
and Draperies. Acorn
Ranges, $5.00 down,
$5.00 a month.

Jaffa Grocery Co.
"Good Things to Fat"
MAIL ORDEBS FILLED THE SAME
'i

HEY AKE

D VY

RECEIVED.

House Furnishers

.

PRESBYTERIAN SYNOD

run-dow-

-

1

I

1

I

1

,"

--

v,,,

.,. .rnmnrlo.

OF

Elks
REV.
BY
PREACHED
CAMBPELL OF PHOENIX
PROCEEDINGS OF SYNOD

Opera House!

SERMON

reprtsentatlon of the dele
gates to tho synod of New Mexico,
from both territories, was present last
evening when the opening sermon was

THE BEST IN

....One Night Only....

A good

Paninhpll
Hnr
.u
"UCUIA, VU IU
W
Second Kiiistle to Timothy 4:2
"Preach the Word." After the regular
session the synod transacted routine.
business and among other matters
elected the following officers for tho
ensuing year: Itov. John Meeker of
.J,,.he.H

M

K

Dov

'

M

,..'

recording clerk

ing the delayed

Late in the
Santa Fe train from
even-

-

uie east brougni eigni additional nnn- isters, wnose names did not appear in

li.

"B OKI OI IIIOSO

pri'BUUl

K1VUI1
,

HI

OCTOBER 10
Complete Scenic Production of
Jhakespeare's Greatest Ccir.edy

Per Gallon $.50
Special Price on Large Orders
Delivered to any part of the city

LOUDON'SPhone JERSEY
FARM
Red
.

The Merchant
of Venice

1

Illinois Central R. R. Elks' Opera House!
THE SHORT LINE

FROM
....
are inclinleil In
of tho cvnod
contained in the same article. Anion?
others who were belated in this way
was Hev. Dr. A. It. Marshall of Min
-- To
In frratifvlne contrast to this o'er true tale from U cud In a nubile nark, leaving the cup thick wnn neapons, wno is down on me pro- Supported By A STRONG ACTING
woh
grain
several
and
for
addresses
I pprms
person
who
A
eonnecwlilo.h
In
rponnl
to
next
nn
nnsa
rlcht
the
nf lhnmiernue
vinnnontn utonrla thn
Is tho special representative
of the
St. Paul, Minneapolis, Duluth
COMPANY MAGNIFICENTLY
drinks out of the same cup.
UUm with the New Mexico territorial fair. For twenty
board
missions
of
Such things have happened and are happening every
and alone, has borne
six years this city, single-hande- d
Among the subjects considered last
COSTUMED
AND THE NORTHWEST,
the entire heat and burden of each successive year's dav. One can not be too cautious. Clean nands aie evening were the work of standing
south
and southeast.
the
committees and the synodical publica
Maintenance of the fair, until it has reached the splen- great preventives in this respect.
Office, 805 eventeenth St.,
Ticket
Sale of seats opens ai Matson's Denver, Colo. Phone, Main 1125.
Fresh air and sunshine are the best preventive tion "La Aurora." The committee re
did success that crowned the season Just closed, and in
ports will review the work of the book store on Monday, October 8, at
JAMES CULTON,
measures for clothes and rooms. Dr. Ida Badanes.
which the liberality of Albuquerque reached a magnifpast year and recommend the actions
Commercial Agt
9
o'clock.
icent total never before dreamed of.
iOOXXXXXXXX0XKXXXXXXX)X)XXXXf to lie taken. The "Aurora" has boon
Does It not seem, therefore, that the time has arwell sustained and is doing a good
rived when the territory should take official cognizance
THE DOOR OF SUCCESS
work among the native congregations. Prices: SOc, 75c, and Sl.OO
Kev. Thomas Skinner and Rev. Ga'
of this Institution, which is doing so much for New MexLIES THROUGH THE MIND
blno Rendon are in charge of pub
ico, by making a legislative appropriation for its buildT- olimning and editing the paper and the
ing"?
XXXXX)XXXO0C0O0O0O0CXX0XXXK
synod heartily endorsed and contin
CHICAGO,
MINNEAPOLIS,
C".v.rtr nhvclxlun btwiuiu ll.nt
...uu
.V . Ued their --labOTS.
..w.,
ST. PAUL, FORT DODGE,
lwj IlirTt'Httn llllllil
n
f
Here is an extract from an editorial in the El Paso
.
........
.
LUlllglil ...III
m
ilH
Will l.UC U11C
v.
u.v
WATERLOO, DUBUQUE, GALENA,
Herald, which points out quite plainly the reason for the ou.Ki...,,
unusual interest as it will headdress
ROCKFORD.
FREEFORT,
murderous lawlessness for which that town has been dread by continually dwelling upon our oouny conuiuon. I ed on tne 8Ubiect of ..Home Missions,"
It begins
celebrated for many years. The extract says: "Out of On the other band we may augmet our health power by by Hev. Dr. Marshall.
forty or fifty killings in El Paso within thre years, how expelling discordant thought or any other enemy of promptly at 7:30 and at its close, 8:30,
The finest train service to the above
many legal executions do you remember? Not one. The health and happiness from the mind, as one would eject will be held a reception to the memot
points; also to New Orleans, Memof
bers
synod
members
by
a tlilof frum hla hnllso
the
the
Evansvllle, Ind.;
phis. Vicksburg,
taut legal execution ii this county was on January 5,
The mental conditions that govern success are pre- - me tun rresoyienan cnurcn anu
Nashville, Tenn.; Atlanta, Ga.; Jack1900. when Antonio Floreg and Geronimo Parra were
their
friends.
I
1.1.
.!..,.!.. lilt-.1.
.1
.U...
sonville, Fla., and all other points In
eiteiy
' burnt: as iuubu mm guitru ul'uiui auu V,,l
hanged for a crime committed ten years previously.
ui'i'.
Funeral Director and Licensed Embalmer
Human life is held very cheaply here. Provided ness. Success Is largely a creation of the mind. If we
Our sifii
the killer has money or political pull, It is cheaper for would succeed we must frame the mind for success.
RAILROAD TIME TABLE
I nones Colorado, Blh
man to kill another man than to steal a doormat or a thought must be of success, not failure. A stream can
sack of cookies; It Is cheaper to kill a man than to not rise higher than its source, and even a Raphael
AT RANCH NEAR DEMING Corner Fifth and Railroad Avenue
(In effect July 1, 1906.)
forgo his name to a $3 check; it Is cheaper to kill a could not paint tlie face of Christ with Satan In his mind
lor a model
Eastbound.
man than to smuggle DO cents worth of chile."
Wednesday evening this community
If we have dwelt miiin tho dark side and lived in
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:61
was
greatly
shocked
news
when
I he shadows, the
bright
the
a. m., departs 8:25 a. m.
brain is incapable of producing
thinks that Cuban annexation helpful
The
THE CELEBRATED
find reached Doming that Mr. Slim
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11: ST
expect
to
How
pictures.
can
one
liiental
was dead at his ranch on the
is near. It says that "the assumption that the United success and happiness
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
when one is going in the opposite Mimbres river, says the Headlight.
&
Kansas City Ex
8, Chicago
Statea will step out of Cuba in l'Joti, 1M07, or ever a;;ain, direction, constantly feeding
No.
of
the mind with visions
Dr. Moir called at the ranch late
press, arrives o:a p. m-- , aepari
as it stepped out In 1!02, is a fiction which saves the
and
The mainspring of all effective in tlio afternoon and Mr. llolsteln
7:45 p. m.
Cubans' sensibilities, heads off a care among the Amer- disasterIs hope. failure?
died soon after the doctor's arrival.
effort
If hope is strangled by gloomy forebodWestbound.
ican
aud preserves stability ln Cuba ings
anticipate fail- When the news of his death came,
1. California Express, arrives 7:3
is
no
there
No.
can
Vou
Incentive
left.
congress,
a few mouths hence, annexes the island ure
until
p. m-- , departs 8:15 p. m.
and (lisasu r so long that your brain is absolutely in- N. A. Iiolich and A. A. Temke left at
once for the ranch and a phone mesod makes American rulo and political order
No. 3. California Limited, arrives
capable of giving off anything but morbid thoughts.
sage stated that tho remains would
11:05 a. m., departs 11:25 a. m.
You
discord by admitting Its reality, Just be brought to Doming for interment.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express.
things
Bottled in B?nd.
as you increase happiness by dwelling upon the
arrives 12:05 p. m., departs
There are in New Mexico, according to the New which make you happy. So by dwelling upon and anHOLM BOE BROS., 5c 10 AND 15
p. m.
forty-seveMexican, ut the present time
banks, of which ticipating failure you invite it and cause success to tly CENT STORE.
SEE MONDAY'S
Southbound.
tweuty-seve- u
are national and twenty are organized from you. If we persistently shut out every thought PAPER FOR DATE OF OPENING
No. 27 El Faso train, departs at 12:35
under territorial charters. This fact speaks well for the that discourages, or depresses, und keep tho mind in a AND SPECIAL VALUES.
P. m.
Distillers.
Local freight train. No. 99, south
territory and gives tho lie direct to the morning muck- bright, healthy, keen condition, then tho brain cells will
HOME-MADPICCADILLI
AT
bound, departs at 5 a. m., and carFRANKFORT, KY.
rake, which for so many years has been vilifying the be clear to think and plan and the body strong, active ZEIGER'S
CAFE
RESTAURANT.
ries passengers.
territory and its republican government.
COETZ,
HENRY
PROPRIETOR.
and aide to carry out tho brain's dictates. The mind
Arrives From South.
that is unclouded by the cobwebs of fear and expected
No. 22, Mexico Express, arrives 7:J
cheapest ranges
stock
and
J.ai'st
EAKIN
ME LI HI &
The IX'mocrut Journal says it Is republican but that failure, ami quick to seize upon every passing opportun- m.
over in the city. J. D. Kiimions, the
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
H has been and will continue fighting to defeat the ity or advantage, will open the door to success.
InSole Agents.
furniture man.
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
party because it puts the man above the party. That deed, the possi ssion of such a spirit as this is auccess
Albuquerque, N. M.
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
HOLMBOE BROS., 5c 10 AND 15;
U exactly what Hearst Is now saying in New York, and Itelf. No material treaures that any man may acquire
'Automatic Phone, 199.
San Francisco.
SEE MONDAY'S
upon which policy the New Mexican remarks that It Is can compare with the treasures of a hopeful, healthful CENT STORE.
DATE
OF OPENING
AH trains daily.
FOR
PAPER.
'
as old as bolting.
mind.
T. E. PTJRDY. AenL
AND SPECIAL VALUES. "
, ...
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something
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coin
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to at least
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did
to extend the dimensions of the pen they have out- - I easily a disease may be acquired thus!
I
Or some Individual with a sore mouth drinks liom
grown."
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Mr. Joseph DeCrassc
as Shylock

B. K. ADAMS
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Globe-Democr-
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ONE NiGHl
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Hoi-stei-

O. F. O.
VJHISKEY
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ThcGeo.T.StaggCo.

One Week of Merriment
Commencing

COLORADO Monday, Oct.

VJ 1

holWId

92.

Colo.

T'T--

TT IT?

A

UTir

Kicn MOCK 10.
Presenting a Repertoire of

Farce Comedy Successes
AND

Superior Vaudeville

,

REAL COMEDIANS

PRETTY

GIRLS

To Might
Divorce

Wanted-- A

One Long Laugh
PRICES: 23c, 33c and SOc
ROilTIVELY

MO

rEE LIB T

We Keep It Up
Wt

keep the quality of our bread
up to the highest. This is possible
by using

The Best Flour,
The Best Labor,
The Best Methods,
not only in mixing and baking, bof
also in taking care of and selling
the bread. If you want the best
you'll have to use Balling's Bread.

PIONEER BAKERY,
aOT SOUTH
THE

ELITE

NEAR

riRBT UTRCtT.
ROOMING

HOUSl;

POSTOFFICC AND DEPOT

No. 118 West Silver Avenue.
D. E. GALLOWAY, Manager.

'

SATURDAY,

OCTOBER

DEDICATION

1

TOCOUNTYCON-CONVEHI-

us

j

EVENING SERVICE, 7:30 O'CLOCK.
Organ Prelude.
Anthem by the Choir.
Hymn No. 188 "Hard Ten Thousand Harps and Voices."
Psalm 51.
Prayer.
Hymn No. 192 "Wonderful Peace."
Offering.
Solo
Selected
Mr. R. W." Reynolds.
"Evangelism"
Address
Dr. Marshall.
Hymn.
,
Benediction,
Special attention Is called to the
afternoon meeting to be held at 3:30
o'clock in connection with the seventeenth season of the Synod of New
Mexico.
The meeting is in the Interests of temperance and good citizenship and will be addressed by Hon.
H. P. Farris of Missouri, an able and
well Informed speaker.

..
Drainrf
IV..
.

;

J

j

i

James Smith moved, which motion
was seconded, that the delegates
named be elected unanimously and
the motion was carried,
During the meeting, Mr. Hubbell an-- I
nounced that the republican county
convention, to be held in
Elks'
opera bouse on Wednesday,theOctober
H, at 7:.10 o'clock, would be addressed
by Ili.i. W. H. Andrews, delegate
candidate; Hon. II. O. Bursum of Socorro; Hon. T. 15. Catron, of Santa Fe
and others.
The precinct meeting was then adjourned.

INSPECTED NINES

IN

SOUTH

SCHOOL FUNDS
ARE

PROPERTY

Col. Ralph E. Twitchell,

assistant
attorney for the Santa Fe in New
Mexico, returned to Las Vegas this
morning, after having spent several
days in the city looking after matters pertaining to the moving of the

local railroad yards. The company
has purchased as much land as It can
directly from the original owners and
now it will condemn what is needed
and could not be bought. The deal
with tho city for the dumping grounds
has not been fully consummated, but
it is understood that the company will
buy the property at Just what it cost
the city.

A big

line of unredeemed overcoats
jfor sale cheap at Itosenfiuld's, 118
OVERCOATS.
,
j fl JJJ
Unredeemed overcoats
for sale West Railroad avenue.
cheap at Kosenfleld's, the pawn brokYOURS
FOR
TAKING
THE
er the man you can trust.
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
TON IGHT1 TONIGHTI TONIGHTI EPHANT.
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
The chicken what am for dinner at
ELEPHANT.
the Columbus tomorrow.
o
Four-hol- e
range with water front TONIGHTI TONIGHT! Tnmr.HTI
or reservoir, $24; (4 down and 4 per
FREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE
montl, at Emmons' Furniture store. tLtr HAN f,
Chicken family style at the ColumCli't a hie chicken diniH r at the fVi- bus Sunday.
lunibus hotel tomorrow.
.

ZEIGER'S

Immaculate Conception Church
Early mass, 7 o'clock. High mass
and Rcrmon, 9:30 o'clock. Evening
service and benediction at 7:3n.
Christian Science Services nt ill
o'clock Sunday morning at the Worn- an's club rooms. Commercial building,
corner of Fourth street and (Jobt av-en ue.

entrance to their new church home.
The following is the musical order
for the morning:
Prelude "See What Ixve Hath
the Father."
Offertory "Song Without Words"
(Mendelssohn).
Solo "Consolation,"' Mrs. McDon-

Highland Methodist Church located at 312 South Arno street; J. M.
Sollie, pastor.
Sunday school at 9:45 a. m., J. D.
Emmons, superintendent.
Preaching by the pastor at 1 a. m.
Senior Epworth league at 6:30 p.
m.. led by Ww V. Worlick.
In the evening the congregation
will worship with the Presbyterians.
Strangers given a cordlnl welcome.

You" (Roberts).

APPORTIONED

,

I

Leave

With

the
Postlude "Oh. Great
Are
Depths" (Mendelssohn).
The public made welcome and
strangers Invited. The church is situated on the corner of Lead avenue
and South Third street.

RUQ DEPARTMENT Is
revelation to those who
It, because of the
variety of Domeitlo Rugs
from the best looms.
OUR

In accordance with the law the
county school superintendent yester- R
day apportioned moneys in the county school fund among the several districts. The superintendent's
statement regarding tho apportionment
follows:
T Andrew B. Stroup. superintendent of schools for said county, do
hereby certify that I have duly apportioned the school fund of said county 6
on this 5th day of October, 1900. The
amount of money subject to such apportionment U $5,982.40. The total
number of persons of school aee is
7,874. The rate per scholar is $0.80,
which is apportioned to the several
school districts as below.
ANDREW B. STROUP,
County Superintendent.
No. of
Mo. of
District.
Scholars. Amount.

flrt

visit

SgfSCTAftn)

ALBERT FABER

UNIVERSITY NOTES

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

President Tight was unable to meet
his classes yesterday.

. . . . Staab

Building

A football game

last
fcr
are
the

'

at the University
Wednesday resulted in a victory
the second team. The regulars
now working hard to wipe out
disgrace.

H ottsefiolct Goods

An exciting election was held last

OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

Wednesday when Ralph Tascher and
Edmund Ross were elected by the
f
students as
and business manager of this year's annual,
the Mirage Vol. III.
editor-in-chie-

FURNITURE, CROCKERY

o

Miss Parsons gave

STOVES AND RANGES

,

La

Pnt
makingx

'Alrrrrrnrws

117 Gold Avenue

Don't Dispute with a Woman,
Especially, if he tells yon to order a
v&clc of
EMPRESS FLOUR.
Make no ezcuee, (If you should te
get the order), that you could mel
find It, for every firsUclaaa ETOeej
handles EMPRESS. Ton Trill aftwiya
And good bread, good biscuits, geea;
pastry and most Important of aJV
good cheer to greet you whn
come home for your dinner. Try79
It.
EMPRESS FLOUR la the Empress at
all other.

M. .BERGER,

0e0
FRENCH

Wholesale Agent Albuquerque, N. M.

BAKERY

in
STEVENS & BOWYER, Proprietors
WEST RAILROAD AVE.

UUTTER NUT

FINE LINE OF

15UEAD

n

fk.

& CO.,

BORRADAILE

-

Better
2

AM

Than

City

Home-Mad-

CAKES
Always on Hand.

e.

and Outside Orders Promptly Attended to

ooccaoKaooaoaooc

is-a- s

314
8

93
fcfi

418
121
77

'.

138.40
4C.40
138.40

3.488

2.790.40

NOTICE

47.20

127.20

82

65.60

132
34
67
112
30
25
51
54
117

105.60
27.20
53.60

89.60

107

24.00
20.00
40.80
43.20
93.60
85.60

78

62.40

7,478

$5,982.40

44
45
47
48
54

y
The

TO CONTRACTORS.

the cares
and the worries fewer.

less,

The telephone preserves your
health, prolongs your life and
protects your home.

YOU NEED A TELEPHONE

IN

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

TT

niMMrn

1

Always Ready to Serve

Topham's Celebrated Soda Water
U

JOSEPH

S SONS.

Veta Rooming House In Conntctlon,

113

BARNETT, Prop'r.

2 0 West Railroad Avenue
n

The Albuquerque Business College
DAY AND NIGHT SCHOOL

BEST IN THE CITY
FROM NOON UNTIL 3 O'CLOCK, P. M.

NOV

Bookkeeping
Commercial Arithmetic Shorthand
Typewriting
Business Practice
Commercial Law
Manifolding
Banking
Penmanship
Spelling
Corresponded Business English
New Manaacment
Competent Ins. . ;tore
Added Equipment
Fair Treatment
B.asonh!. Rates

Wc secure good positions for our graduates;
ALBUQUERQUE BUSINESS COLLEGE

1
W.

r.

Mlllihon,

c.d

lress

LIBRARY BUILDING.
Albuquerque, Maw Mexls- -

Principal

Ice

Veil Lead Avenue

Finest Whiskies

C o v v e c t
C o in meroi ;xl

Pvi ri t i ri g;
The

C1TJZEN JOB Room

;

Wines, Brandies. Etc. 1

SAMPLE A NO

CLUB ROOMS

aoooo Oe ccooo oooocooooo

mil U.UILKn.rWKJLIW
LLUn

TIME-BE- GIN

On

311 SOUTH FIRST STREET

The St. Elmo

ENTER AT ANY

'

5
Mail Orders Filled Same Day Received.
BOTH PHONES
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Supts. Fairvlew Cemetery.

Cemit

Midnight

e-LEADING

FIRST PRIZE $5.00 SILK UMBRELLA.
SECOND PRIZE $3.50 MO SQL) ETAI RE GLOVES.
THIRD PRIZE $2.00 BEADED HAND BAG.

vrrm

12

& CO.
J. H. O'REILLY
DRUGGISTS

In writing your answer, write on one side of the
paper and do not write anything excepting your answer
to the Reims, your name, street and city address. Address your answer to the Rebus Editor, care of

m

HOME

Irish Stew and Chili Concarne

The only condition of the contest is that no answers
must be sent in before twelve o'clock noon, October
1st, and no answers will be accepted later than
twelve o'clock noon, October 15th.

-

YOUR

Short Orders and lunches Served from 6 a. m. to

application.

HENRY GOETZ, Proprietor

the

Drn

the undersigned for the boring or drilling of a well
in Falrview cemetery, as per specifications, which will be furnished upon

50

makes

Flaming Grocery and Cafe!
op
AD

Bids are invited by

O. W. STRONG

telephone

duties lighter,

977.HO

59
159

L

Convenience - Comfort - Security

All the leaders of this newspaper are undoubtedly
familiar with the Interesting Rebuses which have appeared in The Ladies' Home Journal from time to time.
We have had prepared for us a Robus on similar lines,
and will give three prizes or presents of value to the
Gist three persons who solve the Rebus correctly. We
are sure that this Contest will create interest in every
home reached by the Albuquerque Evening Citizen.

96.80
61. U0

173
58
173

.

Can You Solve This Rebus?

334.40
t;4.(Hl

Yes fjycsfiere

If

$ 251.20
54.40
74.40
8.80

fcO

1,222

T T

I

RESTAURANT

Sui nudity Dimnmer

"Peace

an i.it resting
talk to the students jester;!;, on the
subject of "The East In
and the
Hudson Bay Companies." 1I(- - natural
rability, as a story teller
her reCongregational Church Rev. J. W. marks doubly appreciated.
Barron, pastor. Rally day service for
church and Sunday school will be held
Interest is growing every day In
at the regular time of church service the coming interscholastlc oratorical
at 11 o'clock, at which the following contest to be held at Las Vegas durprogram will be rendered:
ing the sessions of he teachers' asOrgan prelude Andante (Mozart). sociation. It will be a double contest,
one among high school representatives
Song No. 106.
Twenty-thir- d
and the other among competitors from
psalm In unison.
higher Institutions. At the University
Song No. 112.
a contest will be held in a .few weeks
Prayer and response.
Solo "That Sweet Story of Old" to determine the local representatives.
(West). Mrs. Washburn.
The Estrella Literary society has
Graduation exercises.
arranged the following program for
Offertory (Auber).
next Friday:
Address J. M. McKean.
Reading
Eugenia Keleher
Song No. 160.
Oration
Dolores Huning
Organ postlude (Clark).
Tillle Allen
The church will unite with the Declamation
The question "Resolved, That the InPresbyterians at the evening's service
In connection with the dedication of terests of the Girls Have Been Slighted In the Management of University
the new church.
Athletics," will be discussed by Misses
o
i
Keleher, NIvens, Hart and Hesselden.
First Methodist Episcopal Rev. J.
C. Rollins, D. D.. pastor. The SunThe Khiva Literary noclotjr will
day school meets promptly at 9:43. hold Its next meeting October 13th.
Strangers are cordially welcomed.
The following program has been anMorning worship at 11 o'clock, with nounced:
sermon by the pastor, "The Essentials Declamation
Carroll Field
of the Gospel."
Reading
Grover Emmons
Kpworth league meets at 6:30 with
Debate Resolved, That
W . R.
Miss Salter as leader.
Hearst Exercises a Pernicious InfluNo evening service. .This congre- ence in Politics. Frank Light, Lawgation will Join with the Presbyterian rence Lee, Hugh Bryan,' Ellwood Alx
church In making glad with them the bright.
tfUHEU

'i

CAFE

Anthem

1

Baptist Church Corner of Broadway and Lead.
Sunday school at 9:40 a. m., J. A.
Hammond, superintendent.
Public
worship, 11 a, m. No evening service.
Morning Bervice:
Organ prelude Grand Offertory . . .
Batiste
Anthem "Saviour, When Night Involves the Skies"
Shelley
James H. Colllster, Soloist. . .
OfTertory
Ave Maria
Verdi
Solo "The Ransomed of the King"
W. A.' Phillips
Mrs. V. Vl Bacon.
Postlude "I Know That My Redeemer Llveth" from the oratorio
of the "Messiah"
Handel
Rosa Futrelle Gideon, Organist.

Exclusive Designs, Finest Workmanship, Durable Finishes, Beautiful Woods for BED ROOMS, DINING
ROOMS, PARLORS, HALLS, LIBRARIES and DENS
AT REASONABLE PRICES

ald.

CENTS PER PUPIL.

j

j

.

CITY GETS $2,790.40 OUT OF COUNTY FUNDS, WHICH IS EIGHTY

F. A. Joins, the mining engineer,
returned this morning from a week of
professional business In and about
S:ein's Pass and Deming. He reiwrts
that the Granite Gap mine, south
of
the pass, i8 about to increase its 1
force and sink a new working shaft. 2
Other development work will be undertaken at the same time on the 3
Granite Gap property after which it
is hoped to Increase the present 5
monthly shipment of 100 tons of silve- fi
7
r-lead
ore to at least 1,000 tons.
Mr. Jones also states that a new 8
strike has been made at the Beck 9
mine, north of the pass, which prom- 10
ises well. "The entire southwest sec- 11
tion of the territory," Mr. Jones says, 12"2
Is rapidly coming to the front In a 13
that Mr. Bratina is ill and going away 14
found in increased numbers through- 22
23
out the hills.
Mr. Jones has just completed
a 28
month's InveeUgatlon of the placer 34
fields in southern Santa Fe county for z
the Gold Coin Mining company and 3,i
is now busy summarizing his notes 39
in a report.
41

FE PROPOSES

TO CONDEMN

After Turley fell Miller actually
kicked the dead body.
While Miller is in jail, it is feared
that the little money he has and his
Influence in the redllght district will
secure his release on bond and a preliminary verdict of "murder In the
second degree." So strong Ib this element in El Paso that even in the face
of the evidence in the case the better
element is afraid that the murderer
will be allowed to go free. Policemen
on the stand testified that they knew
that several of the dive keepers of El
......
t, .
I'D Bll ABrrlorf
nlotnla
........ v. jnuLuiO
ilul, iuol 4luejr
were arraia to arrest tnem for fear of
losing their Jobs. This Is the extent
to which the worst element is In power in the Pass City. The three daily
papers of the place are demanding
Justice, Individuals and lodges, prominent among them the Masons and
railroad orders, of which the murdered
man was a member, and subscriptions
at large are being raised to assist in
the carrying out of Justice, yet the
strength of the murderer is bo great
that Justice may not be forthcoming.

me Armory room or iks opera house
building. In the absence of Chairman Wilkerson, who was sick with
bronchitis, Hon. F. A. Hubbell delivered an address to the meeting.
After his address, Maynard Gunsttl
was elected terrmorarv chairman nnrt
George Craig temporary secretary. At
mis aiage or me proceedings. Chairman Wilkerson walked into the hall,
and, on reaching the table, announced
that lie was delayed on account of
sickness, but that he sanctioned
everything the meeting had done up
to this time.
It was then moved, which motion
was seconded, that the meeting proceed to the election of delegates to
the county convention whereupon
Frank Ackerman proposed the following names:
F. A. Hubbell, W. H. Gillenwater, T.
N. Wilkerson, George Craig, Frank
Ackerman, Goerge P. Learnard T. G.
Apodaca, George F. Albright.' J. D.
Carpenter, O. D. Buzzell, A. A. Crosby, J. Porter Jones, J. L. Perea, G. COUNTY
W. Thomas, Maynard Gunsul Fred
Fisher, O. Q. Bebber. Y. Sandoval, D.
Baca, Charles Chadwick, W. T.

sup-IKJse- U

SANTA

Q
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SALTS

Mrs. Fan nit Berlovitz Klein, wife
of Edward S. Klein, died Monday
night, a victim of poison taken by mistake ten days before. Saturday night,
September 25, Mrs. Klein felt ill and
prepared, to take a dose of Epsom
salts. The medicine was In a bottle
on a shelf in one of the rooms of her
home, and on the same shelf, in another bottle, was a solution of bichloride of mercury, an antiseptic kept as
a wash ready for use in case of necessity. Mrs. Klein entered the room
to get the bottle containing the Epsom salts just at the time the electric
lights went out, the current having
been shut oft for awhile that night ou
account of some accident in the power
house. Reaching over tlie shelf in the
dark, she : .ok uown what she
to be the bottle containing the
Epsom salts, having for the tirno forgotten the presence of the bottle containing the more deadily fluid. Pouring out a fair dose of what she supposed to be the Epsom salts, she
drank it down, and at once realizing
her fatal error, she called her husband.
Medical attendance was quickly summoned and the stomach was cleared
of the fatal drug, but it had already
done terrible work, and though temporarily relieved the lady later suffered exchuclatingly,
Monday
and
night died in terrible agony. The
Nogales Oasis.

(red.
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met in good numbers last night In

PLACE

OF EPSOM
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Excitement in El Paso still continues strong over the murder by Max
Miller of the Santa Fe switchman
Tuesday.
Though
the
murderer
is still In jail pending the decision of a judge on habeas corpus proceedings, the respectable people of
the city fear that he will be released
on bond on the charge of murdr In
the second degree, when the evidence
all goes to show that the killing was
deliberate.
The following Is a more circumstantial account of the tragedy than the
one first published:
On Monday night Max Miller walked
into the Family saloon In El Paso
looking for his wife. He found her
and accused her of buying beer Xor
four men, who were playing cards In
the place. One of the men arose from
the card table and told Miller that his
wife had bought him no beer. This
man was J. F. Turley, a, Santa Fe
switchman.. Miller said: "Don't butt
in," and with this remark, pulled a
pistol. Turley ran behind the bar In
the saloon crying, "Don't shoot, I have
no gun to defend myself with."
Miller told Turley to get up from
behind the bar and he did so, pleading
for his life, and as he arose, the ruffian

9fi
fcw,

j

News

1

The republicans of precinct 12 met
last night at the C. Colombo hall, and
held one of the most harmonious
gatherings ever held In this precinct.
The meeting was largely attended, and
was called to order by M. E. Hlckey,
who read the call, stating the purpose for which the meeting was to be
held, and following this by a suggestion that the meeting proceed with
the lection of a permanent chairman.
The temporary chairman was made
permanent chairman, and P. Hanley
was made permanent secretary.
The next order of business wag the
election of delegates to the republican
county convention, and on motion,
wnifh was seconded, the followin;
gentlemen were elected delegates to
represent this precinct at the convention:
T. S. Hubbell. Harry F. Lee, M. E.
Hickey, P. Hanley, Melville R. Summers, Willard S. Strlckler, W. B.
Childers, L. Gradl, M. Salazar y Otero,
E. W. Dohson. Dr. G. W. Harrison,
J. T. McLaughlin, M. A. McDonald,
Louis Inglee, Atanaclo Montoya, W.
H. Burk, Don J. Rankin, Davis
Green Watson and Mariano
Armljo.
After the election of these delegates
the meeting adjourned.
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Held Most Respectable People of El Paso
Harmonious Primaries
Fear That Murderer Miller
Last Night.
Will Escape Justice.
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ELEMENT

An Interesting Program Arranged For New Church

TOOK

DELEGATES IS IN THE POWER

DAY CITY

First Presbyterian church, corner of
Fifth and Silver avenue, Kev. Hugh
A. Cooper, pastor. Tomorrow will be
dedication day and an unusually
program has been prepared
as follows:
MORNING WORSHIP, 11 O'CLOCK.
Organ Prelude Duo from Hymn of
Mendelssohn
Praise
Invocation Concluding with Ixrd's
Prayer.
Hymn No. 714 "How Firm a
Foundation."
Psalter.
Gloria.
The Word of God.
Trayer.
Anthem Festival Te Deum No. 7
Dudky Buck
.
Offertory.
RulenBteln
Melody in F
Sullivan
Solo "The Ix)8t Chord"
Harry Uullard.
Sermon Rev. A. B. Marshall, D. D.
Hymn "I Ixve Thy Kingdom Lord"
Dedicatory Service.
Hymn No. 922.
Benediction.
Postlude
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Even after the warm dare have gone
lingerie waists will continue to be
!Worn far Into the late autumn and
early winter with tweed, cloth and
cheviot suits. A handaome one made
of sheer white mull Is elaborate with
Irish embroidery and lace.
The body of the blouse is fashioned
from
embroidered mull, the
embroidered dots being small and
"widely separated.
Over the shoulders
is a rever arrangement of lace which
"vanishes back and front under large
motifs of Irish embroidery. The deep
yoke is made of delicate drawn work.
The sleeves are long, the deep cuff
reaching well over the hand. This Is
of lace, while the Irish embroidery
bands the sleeves In at the elbow.
all-ov-

SULPHER SHADE

re

chlffon-broi'.ilclot-

One of the newest shades bidding
or autumn popularity is sulphur
Hats, frock 8 and wraps are being Introduced In this fashionable tone.
A smart gown of silk voile for
afternoon wear and bodice are over
laid wun plain pieces of deep ecru
liberty.
The triple frills on tie
paneled Bhlrt end upon the sleeves
re of the lighter silk. At the head
of those on the skirt are motifs of
embroidery In varying tones of yellow and brown.
These are also
upon the corsage.
The hat to be worn with this is of
sulphur colored velvet. Itj has a
rolling form brim, and two deep toned
Plumes of the same shade as the
velvet.

h,

'

chiffon variety makes one of the most

stylish of costumes, which may be
mad extremely plain by the use of
or
machine stitching in a
elalorate as you ploase by the use of
velvet and a decoration of the many
beautiful braids now so popular. Navy
blue is another color that is much in
evidence in the show rooms Just now,
and It is eagerly welcomed by many
women, for It is one of the most becolors we
coming and serviceable
have, perhaps ranking next to black.
Speaking of black, In contrast to its
once great popularity women have
now more and more a desire for the
brighter colors, which Is perhaps well
for the majority, as black Is a most
trying color to any but the woman
with a clear complexion, to which
bright cheeks must be added to get
the best effect.
suit
iln making of the tailor-mad- e
remember that the skirt must clear
the ground by several inches, none of
all the models from either the foreign
or domestic makers showing the least
tendency to come In contact with the
ground. The majority of the skirts
are made with Inverted or box plaits,
which are very narrow at the top and
widen out at the bottom into a full
flare at the feet. Now In the case of
the skirt intended for the house or
dressy wear In nearly every case I
have found it made long; It lies on the
ground In front and the sides and has
a train in the back. The coats 'to the
tailor suit should fit closely and perfectly to gain the best effect. They
usually have a decoration of braid,
while the coat or wrap to be worn
over the dressy theater or reception
dress is as elaborate as possible, and
some of them look as though the
maker had studied every point where
he could get on another bit of lace,
motif, embroidery, no matter how
so artistically
small; nevertheless,
has it been done that there is no
studied effect.
Tn tipnrlv all cases the hat frame
or a part of it. such as the brim of
crushed top, Is of the same color as
the suit, while the trimmings, feathers, flowers, etc. are of a contrasting
and generaly of a brighter color, except in the case of the red and green,
In which case the decoration should
subdue and soften. On numbers of
hats a golden yellow is used to
brighten a somber tint, and is found
In a velvet band inside and showing
above the real hat band, or it may
be the aigrette, or the flowers underneath or a big velvet chou in front,
or in some caseB an immense gold
buckle.
The separate waist is still popular
and It would seem doubtful if it ever
went out, it Is such a convenience.
Those of plaits, both In silk and soft
wool goods, are "now fashionable for
morning and knockabout waists, and
are of the deepest shade in the plaid.
They are made extremely plain, with
three broad tucks on each side of the
center front. In the case of the
heavy linen waists, made in strictly
tailor fashion, there is nothing more
than the stitched band down the front,
having buttons and buttonholes and
a pocket over the left breast. A newer fad just arrived from Paris is. Instead of the pocket, to embroideer the
owner's monogram on the left sleeve.
All waists for utility wear are appearing with long sleeves and the size is
decreasing.
When U
nercentlblv
comes to the taffeta and fancier ma
terials a little more decoration Is
seen. A few crosswise tucks Just below the shoulders, and tucks to match
form the cuff; a yoke made of pieces,
four in number, tucked in such a manner that when put together they are
diagonal to each other. A pretty
black taffeta waist made in the plainest fashion was yet extremely stylish
because of the ornamentation given
Jet - buttons
by the three beautiful

PUBE FOOD

COAT

vTtM.r.n:fiii

STREET DRESS

ay

The Old Way

No water, no preservatives; oysters in a sealed,
white enameled case, ice
outside.

Water, preservatives, ice
and oysters all together
into a stale wooden
tub.

The New

self-colo-

OUR OWN MAKE
We make this Mince Meat right here In your own city from a
recipe which cannot be excelled, using only the purest and best of
Don't buy a foreign product with all it uncertainty
ingredients.
when you can obtain a much better article made right here and one
that you know la a "pura food." --

jEl$,X&&4!

NOTE THE LOW PRICES
.25
2 pounds for . . .
50 pound keg for $4.00

Mail Orders Given Careful Attention

A street costume in favor
is a
melange of many beautiful and corresponding materials. The skirt and
undersleeves
are of cream satin
broadcloth, and the yoke and vest are
of cream lingerie. The body of the
coatee and the sleeve caps are of
black panne and edged with the cloth.
From beneath the black falls still
another section reaching nearly to
the waist, with black velvet, set In
squares upon it and edged with
cream-colorecloth. Large motifs of
the same shade and In silk embroider the finishing lines of the coat.

j

A long, loose coat with
cutaway
front is devloped in soft gray-blu- e
cloth of the satin variety.
The
sleeves are large and fall loosely
Into the huge cuff. The back is
slightly full, without gathers and is
cut on umbrella lines. Heavy stitching and blgmother-of-pear- l
buttons
give the elaboration.
The hat is of soft felt in the crav- blue, with a long and sweeping algret
of black, with Immense blue rosettes
set on either side of the crown.

fastening the narrow cuffs.
Shoes for the winter are broad In
the soles but do not flare far beyond.
Gaiters are now to be found in all
the prevailing colors, both plain and
in the plaids. And it is possiblo to.
take a piece of the material of your
dress to one of the large shoe stores
and with a heavy lining have gaiters
to exactly match your costume. In
house shoes the fashion is to have
them match the costumes or else they
are in the finest grade of patent
Slippers are of the most
leather.
elaborate workmanship and expensive in proportion.
I found a new style of belt the other day which was a piece of soft,
striped silk of generous width pulled
through fancy slides, of which there
are three, in addition to the buckle,
the largest, of course, being In the
back. These buckles and slides are
beautifully carved, enameled, some
times set with stones, and again they
are plain but formed of heavy colls

a contrasting color. A
number of wide flat collars edged
with tiny knife plaitlngs are seen on
the early jacket. Vests make up for
any plainness in a jacket for they are
fully covered with braiding embroidery or some other form of decoration.
YZ ANT.
CATHERINE MANN-P-

of gold.

A. V. TEGMER

I
H

down the front and two smaller ones embroidered in
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Contractor and Builder
Outside Building Orde rs Solicited and Work
Guaranteed
First-Clas-

l'oston

New York

Batteries

7'

m

0

MERCHANT

(j

j

pfeffer and lirown; H.
ftlutliewon and Bowerman.
MUSIC LESSONS.
Prof. N. UiMauro,
the violinist,
gives lessons on the violin and man-

dolin. Guaranteed to le the best
v her In Albuquerque. Any one de-lessons addiess general dellv- t : city.
1

1

After a heavy meal, take a couple
Doan'g Heguiets, and give your
fc :niacb,
liver and bowels the bvlp
I Ley will need.. Kegulets bring easy,
re.ular pastageg of the bowels.

c f

N. M. 4
M

TAILORING

UPSTAIRS,

OVER NO. 209 WEST
RAILROAD
AVENUE. O. BAM
B1NI, PROPRIETOR.

Ky merchant

stairs over

tailoring shop ts

Colonist Rates to
California and the

up-

No. 20!) West Railroad avenue, where I solicit the patronage of
the public. All work guaranteed first- class, as I have had fifteen years' ex
perience tn the buslnej:.. Suits made
to order. Clothes cleaned, pressed and
repaired. The specific
use will not

Northwest...

1

Injure the cloth. Ladles' garments
also cleaned and walking skirts made
'o order. Give me a trial.

Second Class Colonist Tickets will be sold to
all principal points on the A. T. & S. F., and

O. BAMBINL

Southern Pacific Railways, in California, at
rate of $25.00. For other rates and full in- -

friend Dr. Thomas'
Ties and collars have nothing yet blectric Oil. Cures toothache, earthat Is so very new to report, except ache, sore throat. Heals cuts, bruisthat those with long ends are usually es, scalds. Stops any pain.

T.

REJOLAED

THAT WHEN THE CHILL

US

E. PURDY,

f.

Agent

ales

VWt IF You

GET THEM AT THE RIGHT
PLACE THEY WILL NOT
ONLYAIAKE YOU FEEL
COMFORTABLE BUT LOOK
SO.
BUSTE.K BR0UV.

'tflttlT Hot,
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THE bOJTtR BROWN Cs CHICAGO

Jan t in

.should we not at leajt wear good
1.s
clothed on the out.side? the out-51dsee
people
we
part
meet
the
fir.st when
them. the man who wearj a good "out-.sid- e"
s the man who 1,5 more apt to 6et
on the "inside." look.s help. 5e.5ide.s

tr

to
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There Is excitement among the wo- members arrested for disobeying the
men of the little town of Nordhausen i.iw, consequently.
Thn lemlcr tf thn n..n..Hit Ion Mrs
over the action of the town council r'rlesenstein.
of Nordhausen. wife of
in prohibiting women from wearing a iiroiniiifiit citlzpn Iihu called
a
dresses with trains on the streets. number of meetings In which a vlg
uroteKt una ontpred. She 8UK
"Dresses with trains" are defined as brous
. ln. Id nl
... I f ,
VI
those that touch the ground. The new tot. i.l t.k otiinj
nttiai,
. fHvnlntlS
w
i u j i, o..,.ia
DIIILIU
law provides a fine of $8 for the first - - n
offense $10 for the Becond. and a town council may decree that woman
days' imprisonment for the third. tuuuia not wear any ureases mThe advocates of dress reform In but should go about in bloomers, or
Germany are warmly supporting the puuiic officers may attempt to compel
council in its campaign against un- onun to wear bathing suits on the
healthy clothes, but the women of n
Nordhausen, muiuly to show their In KoniK r thu ntllr lala who are unable
dependence, have combined to fight to h'h a neaceable outcome to the
the measure, and their organication Controversy are In favor of puuing me
has arranged to pay the fines of mion; maiter up to me Kaiser.

a comfortable feeling for one'-it s .suchget
.self to
into a warm feeling, good
looking overcoat about thu time of the
year. do you not need an overcoat?
our priced won't give you a chill,
a warm feeling overcoat for $10.00.
a good looking overcoat for 5.00.
BETTER ONEJ FROM
TO

Ifiu-or-

1

1

1

L

-

$

$16.50

1

$30.00.

OVERCOATS FOR LITTLE MEN?
A ROUCH AND TUMBLE BoY'J OVERCOAT,
A GOOD .SUNDAY BoY'-- OVERCOAT FROM
S

TO

$

10.00.

$4.50
$6.00

IT WILL TAKE MORE THAN EXERCISE To KEEP
YOU WARM THM WINTER. WE HAVE "MORE

THAN."

RESPECTFULLY,

.

i.

0X0X0QtX0OtX00C

NIGHTS OFAUTVnn COME
IS WHEN WE VEED TrlQSE
OVER GPimtHTS THAT

KCtP

formation, call at the Santa Fe ticket office.

NORTHERN NEW MEXICO FAIR A? D FALL FESTIVAL, LAS VEGAS,
on alo September 24 to
M. m. Rate $4.00 fcr the round t ip. Ticket
27. Return limit, September 29. 1J06.
INTERSTATE LIVE STOCK AN.' HORSE SHOW, ST. JOSEPH, MO.,
Rate $30.75
the round trip. Ticket, on tale SepSeptember
tember 22 to 26 Inclusive. Final return limit October 1, 1906. Thia
limit can b. extended to October 15th by depositing ticket with agent
on payment of 50 cents.
AMERICAN ROYAL LIVE STOCK SHOW, KANSAS CITY, MO., October
1906.
Rate $30.75 for the round trip. Tickets on sale October
5 to 9 Inclusive. Return limit October 15. Thi limit can be extended
by deposing ticket with Joint Agent on payment of 50 cents.
CF PYTHIAS,
BIENNIAL MEETING, SUPREME LODGE, KNIGHTS
1906.
Rate $38.50 via Kansas City
NEW ORLEANS, LA., October
and Memphis; $43.40 via El Paso and Houston or Marshall, Texas.
Dates of sale October 11 to 14 Inclusive. Return limit October 30, 1906.
This limit can be extended by depositing ticket with Special Agent at
New Orleana and the payment of a fee of 50 cents, until November 30.
CALL AT TICKET OFFICE for other low round trip rates on sale every
day until September 30th. Also one way rates to points in the North,
west, South and West

fr

T.

E. PURDY, Agent. Albuquerque

There's Work for you
in California....

s

y

Albuquerque,
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Everybody's

Kaiser May Have to
Settle FasHion War
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National League.
New York. Oct. 5. The Boston
Nationals won an easy victory here
today, ticore:
H. H. E.

Clean and Sweet

Absolutely Pure

:

4

Sealshlpt Carriers

MINCE MEAT

GAMES.

Batteries Orth' ChesbrJ and
Guire; Ovtrton and Carrigan.

shipped in the new way,

received daily in

American League.
Chicago, Oct. 5. All .the Cleveland misplays, coupled with
passes, a sacrifice and seven hits, two
Including a triple in the sixth inning,
gave Chicago their second game of
he visitors" final series here yester- R. II. E.
Chicago
1
" 95 15
Cleveland
U 2
Batteries
White and
Towne;
Bernhardt and Clark,
BoKtou, Oct. 5. Second
place in
(he final stanrlin? i.t
... v. AUICI
a..,..iILBU
iC New
iwague was assured to the
York
club by Its victory over the tailenders
today Score:
KILE.
Neew
urk
6 10 3
uuMon

V,

SealShlpt Oysters,

24-2-
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New York Fashion Letter
New York, Oct. 6. It very often
happens that the woman whose dress
is absolutely up to date In itself la
yet lacking in style, and If one Investigates It In nine cases out of ten the
fact is due to her indifference to the
the
odds and ends, the accessories,
thumbs and threads that must bo loft
to the afterbuylng, yet of necessity
must be in perfect harmony. It is the
or Ignorance of some
misfortune
women to always miss this harmony,
not only In color, but In their propensity for combining the old and the
new to the disadvantage of both and
their use of things Inappropriate.
They will put together a new dress
of the latest style and a hat two
years old, they will wear with a new
shirt waist or an old collar or a cleaned pair of gloves and very likely a
pair of shoes that are run down at the
heels. It is just such things as these
that the French woman has made her
reputation on for nice dressing. One
to be well dressed must study the
tout ensemble.
It costs money? Of course it does.
But the woman who Is working for
the artistic effect of the whole appearance will take a little less expensive suit or dress that she may
have those small belongings that
mean so much to her air of smartness which compels our admiration at
every meeting, even though she may
appear in the same costume each time
we meet her.
One of the faults of many a woman
Is the "buying
of things promlscu
ous.
She goes into a shop, she sees
a purple hat and buys it without ever
reflecting that she has not another article of dress that she can wear It
with, and there are but two roads
open to her then, to buy a whole suit
to fit ber bat or be an eye-soto
her friends for a whole season. Both
courses may cost her many a pang
before she gets through the winter.
The suit or dress must, of courses
have the first consideration; and if
you have $50 for your dress allowance deduct from this amount what
your new silk underskirt, shoes,
gloves, shirt waist, belt, collar and
tie, and hat are going to cost, which
will probably be about $20 to $25. Perhaps you have one or more of these
articles in good condition and If so
that extra amount may be put on a
second waist or the suit itself. With
such planning you will not be so apt
to come to that day, as most of us
have in the past, when among numberless oti(l8 and ends of clothing we
could hardly make a decent appear
ance for ourselves. We do not need
such quantities of things as we need
things appropriate and harmonious to
each other and the occasion.
If any woman has any trouble in
getting a suit this fall it Is from the
many materials and styles she has
to choose from rather than anything
else. The gray suit Is still popular
and if not too light is especially serMany
viceable for winter weather.
of these suitings are lined or checked
with an unobtrusive color line in
green, red, black or even a darker or
lighter shade of gray. When the contrasting shade is present it supplies
the foundation for a nice color combination'; while if the material is an
all gray a plaid silk waist will give
the necessary note of brightness,
which may or may not be carried out
in the hat. Another material that
promises to be very popular this season is
and a gray
tinge Bhowing b'.uc slides will be a
favorite; It give- of those neutral tints with
different hats
and waists of a l.rlhter color look so
well. Cheviots and serges In hunter's green are having a special showing this autumn, and, Indeed, all the
greens seem to be growing more and
more popular as the season advances;
and a dark green In broadcloth of the
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SIMON STERN.
THE R. R. AVE. CLOTHIER.

All classes of labor may
find steady employment
in San Francisco. Top-not- e
wages; higher than
eastern scale. Perfect
possible at a season
work
Construction
climate.
Invest
$25.00 in a
when it ceases elsewhere.
railroad ticketon sale via Santa Fe, every
day until October 31, 1906, inclusive.
Illustrated ItaHcl ihowin
T. C. PURDY, Agent,
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BOYS' FRIEND RUNS

STOP! LISTEN!

CITIZEN.

PAQC SEVEN.

MOTT'S

FOR

PENNYROYAL

Kntrn"

YOU NEVER HEARD
OF THE LIKE BEFORE
r- -i

rw Kit 1r--

A

OF DENVER HAS ENDEARED HIN5ELF
THE YOUNGSTERS HE IS AN INDEPENDENT CANDIfATE.

$29.00
$26.00
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Albuquerque Carriage Company
Corntr Flrtt Strtat and TIJiraa Avenue

Albuquerque

MEXICO

Lodging House

MEALS

AT ALL HOURS

BAR

Angeles. And Are Now Ready to Do
E.
Business Within the TerBecomes General Passen-- .
ritory of New Mexico.
jjer Agent.

Machine Works

IN

CONNECTION.
No. 209 South Flrat Street.
Opposite Santa Fa Depot.
MRS. D. ARIAS, Proprietor.

M. McGee. of Los

Foundry and

ft
HALL, Proprlmtor
Iron and Brass CasUns; Ore, Coal and bomber Cars; liaftlan.
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iro Fronts !
Buildings.
mmpmlrm on Mining mnd mill Machinery m Booolmlt
foundry east side of railroad track.
AJiqists, K. M.

COMMERCE
NEW

at Reduced

SOME PEOPLE HAVE A NOTION THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
TiME TO BUY A BUGGY. THAT NOTION IS COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET US
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.

White Mouse Restaurant and

PAPERS

COASTLINES

arness

Holes burnt in your
let your money burn holes in your
pockets.
Intrust your money to tho safe
keeping of a hank. This Is the only
safe way to save it. The one sure
way to have money Is to save It.
A bank account is not for the rich
only, it is suited to every one, especially to the man who saves his
money.
Bank accounts grow surprisingly
fast. To make a start Is the important part after that it is easy.
Do not live to save, but save to
live.

GASH

BOTH

ANN ft feON.

pockets grow larger, don't

ON TIME

Corner (oal and Stcond
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.nrtl.ll

FOH SALE BY
HOW JUDGE LINDSEY

RANGE WITH
A FIVE-HOLWARMING CLOSET.
OVEN, TWO GRATES. WATER
BACK OR RESERVOIR.

;

Vehicles
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0TI CHEMICAL CO .1 "'- -. U,

GOVERNOR OF GOLOSA00

1

PILLS
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RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.
Gf nral Building Supplies

The New York Saloon and

SCREEN DOORS

Rooming House

315 South 8econd Street
JUDGE BEN LINDSEY
Both Phones
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS
Third and Marquette
Special Correspondence.
the parents are held responsible for One Block From Depot and Two j
The following articles of incorporaTwo important announcements in
In
6. Judge Ben Lindsey the misdeeds of their ciildren.
Blocks From Postoffice.
the way of changes in officials of the tion have been filed in the office of Denver, Oct.
one instance the arrest tf two boys
P. 2ITO, Proprietor.
newsboys'
of
court,
the
Juvenile
the
Raynolds:
W.
Secretary
J.
Territorial
V.
E.
Santa Fe have Just been made.
twenty-tw- o
brought
pesons,
rela
Oriental Cement and Plaster Com- friend. Is the candidate of the inde- tives and tradesmen, into court as
McGee has been hiade general pasWe have received a car load of Lightning presses and in
to aeU
senger agent of the Santa Fe coast pany. Principal place of buslneaa at pendents of Colorado for governor in partly responsible for the Jouths' mis
them right out we will make a very low price, based on spot order
cash cost to
county.
Roswell,
Chaves
Territorial
lines, department of Los Angeles.
attempt
political
us
bright.
to
car
and
load
smash
doings.
the
the
No. 111 North First
Mr. MoGee has been city ticket and agent, K. A.Cahoon, at Roswell. Capring which throttles Colorado.
"There ought to be," says Judge DINELLI A LENCIONI. Proprietors,
passenger agent of the Santa Fe at ital stock $80,000, divided into eighty
Judge
ran
once,
Lindsey
when
for
Lindsey,
making
ihild deser
"a law
WINE8, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
shares of the par value of he had what he thought a good deal tion and wife
Los Angeles and the appointment thousand
desertion a felony and Meals From 10 Cents Up. Lunches
$1 each, commencing business
with of opposition--, and received 57,000 out
comes In the nature of a deserved $4,200..
enforce it," with a snap of his
Put Up for Travelers.
Object, operating
quarries of less than 60,000 votes. Since then then
promotion. The new position has
Drght eyes.
Rooms By Day, Week or Month.
been created to take over some of the and other deposits of lime, gypsum,
recognized
has
as
been
considerlie
Six hundred boys come before the
and other minerals, and dealwork which has heretofore been han- nitrates
Juvenile court of this city every year.
ing
products of same. Duration, able of a force in Colorado politics.
dled through the office of Assistant fifty in
statof
Lindsey is a bachelor, small
Ninety per cent of the cises are so
years. Incorporators: E. A. Mac-GGeneral Traffic Manager J. J. Byrne
11 vray, E.
SIMON BALLING, Proprietor.
A. Cahoon, J. P. Church. ure, black hair, black eyes. He is handled as to result In naking bet
of Los Angeles, the growth of the A. L. W. Nllsson,
iron. ter citizens of the boys. The other
(Successor to Balling Bros.)
Harbert, Os- courteous, yet with a will likenewsbusiness in every direction compell- car Harbert, L. K.Frank
10 per cent receive punislment' temMcGaffey, all of He is the idol of the Denver
-A
ing a division of the work.
boys and is at the head of the Juve- pered with mercy and incentive to be WEDDING CAKESSPECIALTY.
RoswelL
T. S. Purdy has been appointed as
association, the better. The boys who cone out of
nile Improvement
patronage
We
McNeil,
desire
E.
to
roadmaster
succeed J.
and we guarThe Dunlavy and Jackson Company, greatest force for the good of boys the detention home return to the
ai
F.mn,
antee first class baking.
who has held that position almost Principal place of business at Wil-lar- In the west.
court to pay their respects to the
since the time the road was first built
Torrance county. Territorial . "Well, boys, tell me about It," Is judge and tell him their plans. He 207 South First Street. Albuquerque,
WRITE TO US AT ONCE.
McMr.
agent, B. S. Jackson, at Willard. Cap- the way the judge of the juvenile helps them, takes them tc his modest
Into southern California.
Neil is promoted to the position of ital stock 115,000, divided into one court begins a hearing. In front of little home, where he dwells with his
KORBER & CO.,
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
Anhundred and fifty shares of the par his table in the inner room of the aged mother, and encourages them in
track inspector for the entire Los
geles division, a position that is made value of $100 each. Object, dealing in Denver court house are ranged a their effort toward manhood.
LIVERY, SALE, FEED AND TRANSnecessary by the extensive track im- general merchandise. Duration, fifty row of boys who are held for stealFER STABLES.
In the summer he seals the boys
years.
Incorporators: A. B. McDon- ing watermelons
provement work that is being carried
or disturbing a who want to work to tht sugar beet Horses and Mulee Bought and Ex- changed.
on in southern California, and the ald, Plnos Wells; W. A. Dunlavy, and peace-lovinneighbor. Without res fields of the irrigated dlsft-lctof ColPRESCRIPTIONS RIGHT
necessity for better tracks because of B. S. Jackson of Willard.
ervation, because they know he la orado. The superintendents of the BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CflTY
Second
Street,
between
the heavier locomotives.
Railroad
and
203 WEST RAILROAD AVEthey
friend,
him
what
their
tell
say
Just
farms
they work well and the
Primrose Progressive Circle. Head- happened.
Copper Avenue.
Mr. Purdy, the new roadmaster, has quarters
boys are proud to have tie commenNUE NEXT TO BANK OF
Roy,
county,
Mora
Terat
been connected with the track work
That is his secret on honor. He dation.
agent, Mrs. Nellie Willcox, at
COMMERCE.
tinder Mr. McNeil for several years. ritorial
go
some
boys
finds
to the
who must
Next winter there will bf a meetRoy.
capital stock. Object, a
His territory- - comprises the second, social, No
gives
them their ing in Chicago or New York at the
and musical society. detention house. He
at the
and parts of the third and fourth dis Duration,literary
twenty-fivyears.
Incor- commitment papers and their car fare call of Judge Lindsey to plan a na- Champion Grocery and Meat Market
tricts.
porators: Estella Strong, Adell Bush-kevit- and tells them to report at Buch an tional juvenile improvemtnt associaCor. Seventh and Tijeras
They do it they wouldn't tion.
hour.
Heckle Goodman, Nellie Win-coA choice line of Imported Goods DiREPORTED SALE OF THE
Jedge."
very
governor
down
"t'row
may
de
He
be
busy
as
Kate
E.
Evans,
Clara
Roy,
F.
COLORADO & SOUTHERN
rect from Italy.
Low Prices
He puts them on probation and when the meeting is held, but be will
The report, emanating from Chtca Gussie Floersheim, all of Roy.
THE BEST LUCCA OLIVE OIL.
they
rereport
regularly;
may
he
or
makes
simply
it
be
the
he
be
there;
Varnishes, All Kinds of Fresh and 8alt Meat
go, of the rumored sale of the Colo
Remember, we handle the best on
The
Army, A' copy of the spectable to be good, and the boys ap children's Judge.
If tho newsboys meats and a full line of choice
grorado & Southern railroad to the Rock articles Salvation
Jap-a-laIncorporation
c.
8team 8aueage Factory.
Brushes
this or- preciate the trust placed in them
could vote it ia easy to guess in which ceries.
Island-Frisc- o
system, Is generally dis ganizationof in the state of ofNew
EMIL KLEINWORT.
York
He has perfected a plan by which it would be.
LOMMORI A MATTEUCCI.
credited by President Frank Trum- has been filed with the necessary
408 W. Railroad Aranaa .
Masonlo Building, North Third 8 tree.

Lightning Hay Presses at Very Low Prices

Rico Hotel and Bar
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THIRD STREET

Thos. F. Keleher
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Meat Market

Headquarters for
Leather, Paints,
and
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bull and local officials of the road
but none of the Colorado & Southern
officers will make a positive denial of
the widely circulated and seemingly
authentic deal, says the Denver Republican.
Lacking i:i detail hut redundant in
rumor, dispatches from Chicago state
that Edwin Hawley has closed negotiations for the purchase of the Colorado & Southern system and will Immediately transfer the property to the
lines. Official an
Rock Island-Frisc- o
nouncement of the sale will be made
on the transfer October 15, says the
dispatch. The report Is said to come
direct from the offices of John W.
Gates & Co. on I a Salle street, and
to have been corroborated by its New
York house and by Mr. Hawley's Wall
street associates. The rumors seem
to be taken as authoritative in Chi--

cago.

'Sensationalists are in the habit of
selling the Colorado & Southern every
two weeks," said President Frank
Trumbull last night. "My province is
to operate the road and not to sell it.
Since the first few reported sales of
the railroad I have ceased worrying
over the truth of the rumors.
"On the present sale to Edwin
Hawley I have received no advices in
the matter and am unable to give my
opinion as their truth or untruth. I
know nothing of any negotiations
made by any one for the Colorado &
Southern.
The Chicago dispatch is
news to me."
t

u

r

Train No. 5, from Chicago and Kansas City, was run In five sections
Wednesday to accommodate those
who were coming to the southwest to
seek new homes lu the Pecos valley.
All the trains carried extra coaches
and were loaded to their capacity.
Four of the sections were run by the
way of Topeku and one over the cutoff and south from Ottawa to Wellington. It Is estimated that the total
number of coaches in the five trains
was ahout (ia, all of which were loaded to their capacity. The total number of panst-tier- s
is estimated at
alxnit 3, Mm. A few or the passengers were destined to western Kansas.

.

.

me southern Pacific company has

installed an electric alarm bell at the
crossing at the freight depot,
This bell rinss loud and clear
from the time a train enters the block
from either side and continues its
alarm until the train passes out of
the block on the other side. So that
there Is now no necessity for any
one getting hurt at that hertofore
dangerous spot if they heed the warn- lug clang of the bell,
i

...

William Duller, Jr. tml u William
Hutler, tho Tip!:i depot master.
ho
has been visiting wi'h his parent fi)r a
few days, has returned to I .a Junta,
Cu'O. He is employed m a stenographer in the office of C. M. Taylor,
mechanical
superintendent
of the
Western grand division at Iji Junta.
Mr. Hutler was formerly employed In
the same capacity in the office of the
general superintendent at Topeka.
R. E. Pellow, manager of 1he Harvey house in tho El Paso union station, and Mrs. Pellow. passed through
here last night on their way south.
They have been making a brief vlHlt
In Michigan.

...

amendments to comply with the laws
of New Mexico. Principal place of
businets in territory is at Roswell,
Chaves county. Territorial agent, W.
R. Woodward, at Roswell. No capital stock.' Object, religious and charitable work. Duration, fifty years. Incorporators: Frederick de
Latour.
LBooth-Tucke- r
commander of the Sal
vation Army in the United States;
Edward John Higgins, chief secretary;
William Conrad Hicks, treasurer;
Alice Lewis, lieutenant colonel; Madison James Holmes Ferris, legal

Mother at 70.
mother has suddenly been
made young at 70. Twenty years of
intense suffering from dyspepsia had
entirely
disabled
her, until six
months ago, when she began taking
Electric Bitters which have completely cured
her and restored the
strength and activity she had in the
prime of life," writes Mrs. W. L.
of Danforth, Me. Greatest
restorative medicine on the globe.
Sets stomach, liver and kidneys
right, purifies the blood and cures
biliousness and weaknesses.
The Isabella Mining Company, of malaria,
Price 50c.
New Mexico. Principal place of busi- Wonderful nerve tonic.
ness, Trcs Pfedras, Taos county. Ter- Guaranteed by all- druggists. .
o
ritorial agent, Frank Bolton, at Tres
A Citizen Went ad dees the work.
Piedras. Capital stock, 110,000, divided into ten thousand shares of the par
value of i each. Object, general mining business. Duration, thirty years.
Incorporators,
Mrs. Bella
Roybal,
and CURE THK LUNC8
Pueblo, Colorado: Frank Bolton tva
Piedras, new Mexico; Robert J. Rosen- WITH
reld, Portage, Wisconsin; Otto Rosen-feland John W. Sibben, Manistee,
Michigan.

KILLthe

iltchlng, torturing
skin eruptions
disfigure, annoy, drive one wild.
uoan'8 Ointment brines auick relief
and lasting cures. Fifty cents at any
drug store.
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK
BREAD and take po other.

KREAM

fields

cough

Dr. King's

Nor Discovery
ONSUMPTI0N

Price
60c I. $ LOO-Free Trial.

FOBCi OUGHSand
OLDS

Surest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.

a.

The oil production of the Santa Fe
for the month of September
amounted to 110,026 barrels, as reported by Manager of Oil Properties
F. T. Perrls.
The Bakersfleld field
produced 52,784 barrels of the total,
while 57.242 barrels were pumped
from the Olinda field.

A Young

"My

I

INSURANCE,

REAL ESTAT- EPUBLIC.
Room 5, Cromwell Block. Albuquerque
Automatic Telephone. 174.
NOTARY

ON

E

"Williams' Indian Pile
cure Blind,
lileiUinir
and Itching
.
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FOR SALE BY S. VANN

ia to be found in !omes

Next to Walton's drug store. Bout
Third street.
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0. W. Strong's Sons
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Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Ha&
Grain and FueL
Fine Line of Imported Wines, Liquor
and Cigars. Place your orders CM
this line with us.
NORTH THIRD STRUM.

Dealer In
GENERAL MERCHANDISE.
Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, aM
All Kinds of Fresh Meat.
100 North Broadway, corner of Wts
lngton avenue, Albuquerque, N. t

HOT WATER. SYSTEM.

The atmosphere remain
pure, btxlmy

Mauger.

First 8L
ALBUQUERQUE. N. M.
TOTI & OR API

line and gas stoves repaired.

all year 'round

ItRhaorltktbetumora.

uiluys the lU'liiun at orii-e- , acu
a a noultlcfl, k'vi
instant ro
in-!- .
ll r. WillluniH'lndlanPiJeOiDt.
Ll
Inetit in nrrftrFil for PI lm nrt 1 i.,.h- InR of ihe private purta.
Kvory box la
v. armnuici.
jiy ariuRiMa, riy nmll on re.
C"tnt pf prir r,0 i
and I.Oo.
levelaui. Uh i!2
HANUFUCTURING CO..

Furniture packed and crated; gaso

&

Office, 115 North

General Repair Shop.

Indian Summer

1

with Raaoe

L. H, SHOEMAKER

4

Danger From the Plague.
There's grave danger from the
plague of coughs and colds that are
you take Dr.
bo prevalent unless
King's New Discovery for Consumption, Coughs and Colds.
Mrs. Geo.
Walls; of Forest City, Me., writes:
"It's a Godsend to people living in
climates where coughs and colds prevail. I .find it quickly ends them. It
prevents pneumonia, cures la grippe,
gives wonderful relief In asthma and
bay fever and makes weak lungs
strong enough to ward off consumption, coughs and colds. 50c and $1.
Guaranteed by all druggists.
Trial
bottle free.

SDr.

MAUGER
VSOOL

W. E.

A. SLEYSTER

E.jtima1J fnm.

I)

PLUMBING
STANDARD
AND HEATING CO.

UNDERTAKERS

M
B

IR

icai

FIRE INSURANCE, REAL BSTATa,
LOANS.
Automatic, phone 451.
Room 10, N. T. Arm! Jo Building

Superintendents
Paltriest
Santa Barbara Cemeteries.

and

A. E. WALKER,
rmm

MONUMENTS

I
201-21-

1

INSURANCE.

N. Second 8L. Both

Pseass.

SON.

Secretary Mutual Building Aasoeia
tlon. Office at 217 West Kallroav4
avenue.
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COME

its Location

E81.SIJ IS 31 MILKS SOUTH OF ALBUQUER-il'3- .
II. 11., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
bjill CiF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADING
ItBT AND WEST FROM CHICAGO. KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
FRAio'ClCO, LOS ANGELES, AND FROM THE
EASTERN ANO NORTHERN STATF3 TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1,009 BUSINESS AND RKSlIKNCti LOTS, 25x
lio FRUT-- 1 Aid out with broad so and 70- FnOf STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL UKE AND PUBLIC PARK
AND GRAND
PUBLIC
OLD SHADE TREES;
lG.0O0; CHURCHES;
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING
COMMERCIAL
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
PEOPLE; SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE EEI.EN PATENT ROLLER
MILL, CAPACITY ir.0 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC.
PELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
Wr.CL. FLOUR, WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
m CENTRAL NEW MEXICO. ITS IMPORTANCE
ftfl A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
TUB HEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.
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IKI.

Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Ate Owners of

.

ooje)cecooceooec-cli'JtOIOyoooeoooeccoe

TO BELEM. H.

Belen Townsite

A Railway

Center

ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
THE LOTS OFFERED ARE IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY, WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION) ; NO SAND OR
GRAVEL.
MODERN
WE NEED A FIRST-CLASHOTEL AND A GOOD,
S,

.

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
PURCHASE
WARRANTY DEEDS.
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEY CASH.
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONE
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.

The Belen Town and

ONE-THIR-

TWO-THIR-

provement Co.
JOHN BECKER,

Pres.

H00n0HHMnnUHHHHHHHClJ(HHHHnHnMHMHHHHHH

WM. M. BERBER,

D

APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES, IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
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PAGE EIGHT.

LOCAL. AND

PERSONAL
Fred J. Otero hag gone to Colorado

on business.

J. M. Harrison is In the city from
San Marclal.
Mrs. A. Kenipenlrh, of IVralta, was
In the city yesterday.
Samuel Maglll cf Raton la register
ed at the Alvarado.
Samuel MaIU, of Raton, came Into
Albuquerque las: evening.
Ir. Grooves, the well known eye,
specialist, Is in the city from( Kansas
City.
quality
Sheriff Carlos Data and wife, of
is
see
The
this.
Anybody
can
good
shoes.
corking
They are
county," were in the city
Valencia
conspicuous
so
are
they
fit,
right there and when It comes to style and
yesterday.
that It Is impossible to overlook them. We show the latest models
Herman Schweltser of the Alvarado
Kid, Patent
curio rooms returned this morning
In all the popular leathers, Dongola, Vici Kid. Patent
from a visit to the Navaja reservaColt, Gun Metal and Box Calf with light, medium or heavy soles, lace
tion in Arizona.
high
heels.
or
low
or button,
.1. V. I'restel, manager for the Gol- $3.50
$4.00
$3.00
$2.75
den Rule Dry Goods company, is
Men', Dress Shoes
home Alonday from a pleasure
3.00
2.50
2.00
1.85
Men's Heavy Shoes
trip to lios Angeles.
A). Coleman, Who represents a local
5.00
3.50
3.00
2.50
Women's Dress Shoes
wholesale liquor house on the road,
3.50
3.00
1.75
2.25
has returned to the city from a trip
Women's Street Shoea
to northern counties.
2.25
1.85
1.50
1.00
shOH for Girl.
Mrs. and Mrs. Kenneth Brown of
2.50
2.00
1.50
Dawson, are In Albuquerkue for the
Shoes for Bys
purpose of attending the sessions of
1.25
1.00
.75
.50
Shoes for Babies.
the Synod of New Mexico.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Drennen are in
the city from Raton. Mrs. Drennen Is
a nurse, and has established herself
at No. 321 South Broadway.
SAUCES AND CONDIMENTS
Forty-thre- e
thousand pounds of
scoured wool was shipped to Phlla- ' dulphla ye8trday by Eduardo Chavez,
When purchased at F. F Trotter's
i
me
wwi mcnuaui.
grocery store, are sure to bring the
Miss Catherine Bass, of Mitchell,
right flavor to all dishes Into which Indiana, was the guest of Albuquergue
Miss Bass is on
they enter. This Is because we al- friends yesterday.
ways procure toe best manufactured, her way to Deming, where ahe win
we find out first what brands are re- spend the winter.
It pays to advertise. L. O. Rosen-field- ,
liable and personally guarantee them.
the local Jeweler, offered the
sale of a diamond brooch through The
Citizen columns, and disposed of it
upon the second Insertion of the ad.
Robery E. Putney, In tots automobile, hunts quail In the eastern mesa
every afternoon, and he has been
ios. 118 and 120 South Second street. very successful.

Buy a Pair of Our
Fall Shoes Today

Is

The

New Mexico's

Leading

Mrs. E. G. Levy and famjly, after
pleasant visit to her sister, Mrs.
Ben BIbo, of Bibo, N. M., left Thursday night for their homo in San Francisco.
D. G. Grant, of Los Angeles, left
last nlgnt for Denver and the cast.
Mr. Grant has been In Albuquerque
for several days looking after busi- ness interests, especially the over
drafts of the Morning Journal, of
which ho is owner.
Judge Daniel H. McMillan, formerly
of the New Mexico supreme court, Is
spending a few days at the Alvarado.
T he Judge la now practicing his pro-- ;
fesslon in Denver. Before returning
to that city lie expects to visit his
jold home in Socorro.
A meeting of the Sunday School
officers and teachers was held in the
church parlors of the Congregational
church last evening. Business affairs
connected with the management of
the Sunday School were discussed.
The meeting was well attended,
L. E. Montgomery, a wealthy stock
raiser of Montana, spent yesterday
in the city the guest of E. W. and L.
M. Fee, two of Albuquerque's young
business men, and left this morning
for the cast. Mr. Montgomery had
wen on a business trip to Arizona.
L. L. Gatewood and family, for the
past nine years residents of this city,
left last night for San Antonio, Texas.
of Mr.
It Is the present intention
Gatewood to make San Antonio his
permanent residence and he will pur
sue there the pen and Ink work wltn
which he was so successful here.
l
Samuel Michaels of the
company of Magdalena, ac
companied bv his family, went to
Bernalillo thig morning to visit rela
returning
Uvea a few days before
home. Mr. and Mrs. Michaels have
just returned from a four months' sojourn in Germany.
Bishop David H. Moore, who preach
es at the First Methodist church Sun
day, October 14, Is one oi the ablest
men In the Episcopacy. He is a brll
llant orator and noted for his eloquence. This Is Bishop Moore's first
visit to this city and It is a rare op
portunlty to hear a noted preacher.
The third and last race of the
series between Messrs. Breen and
Lonsdale was skated last nlglit at the
Railroad Avenue. Rink. It was won
bv Lonsdale in 3:18 and he was de
clared the victor in the series, hav-inwon two out of three. Lonsdale
lost a. skata In thn third lap so that
a new start had to be made, which
a

Jewelers

Bond lit Your Watchot tor Repair
SOUTH SECOND STREET.

THE ARCH FRONT.

,'.JI-- ' LJ5f

ALBUQUERQUE

,

CO.

HARDWARE

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

;
i

HARDWARE.

j

;

HARNESS

j

SADDLES
CHINA
GLASSWARE
PLUMBING

j

j

Becker-Blackwel-

ALBUQUERQUE

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

THE

MERIT!

Diamond

Palace

RAILROAD AVE.

e

Diamonds, Watohea, Jewelry, Cut Glass, Clocks, Silverware,
your trade and guarantee A SQUARE DEAL.

4.4.

4.4.

We invite

4.4.4. 4,4. 4. 4 44444 4 44
?
17
-- 1. 17

oieaay ror me
rrujju
nrsi
The Early Buyer Catches the best
1

Tailors,
Our Fall Suits and Overcoats made especially for us by the
master-tailoreand fashioned to the minute.
are ready to be examined. They are
They will f ifyou and wear you without wrinkle 6r break. Come inyou need not buy
Stein-Bloc- h

d

$2,50

Men's

All-Wo-

,

Grey

ol

eceived a line of patent kid, button
hoes with dull tops, light or exten
sion soles, made on the newest lasts,
which we are sure will please you.
They are perfect fitters and will give
the proper finish to your new fall
ress. Price i. C. May's Shoe Store,
14 West Railroad avenue.

per

$3. SO

suit
Men's

Non-Shrinkab-

All-Wo-

le

d

ol

Underwear, best made, suit $G.50

$1.25

TO

$5.00

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

132
Second

g

,
we
tlon of our new H. S. & M. styles. When wo Bay
refer to the backs of the coats.
In other reBpects, they have the roominess which has characterized the styles of the past two seasons. They are large, with good
length, close-fittincollar, long and rather broad lapels, and a form-fittin- g
back, with flared skirts.
if you find this a little early to make your Fall purchases, we
will be glad to set aside such garments as you may select. You will
in this way obtain the benefit of a selection from the most exclusive
patterns which we will show for the present Beason, and which doubtless will he quickly sold.
form-fitting-

g

H. S. & M. SUITS
$15.00 to $30.00

'

The Railroad Avenue Clothier
We

Carry a Large Line of

NORTH FIRST STREET

COLORADO RHONE 74

846

$

WMtney Company 0
mi

FOR
YOURS
THE TAKIN- GFREE LUNCH AT THE WHITE EL
EPHANT.

PUBLIC AUCTION.
$4,000 8ALE.

Iron, Steel, Nails, Wire, Wagon Wood Work,
Stoves, Tin and Granite Iron Ware, Pipe,
Pumps, Valves and Fittings, Mine and Mill

ALL GOES IN A LUMP.

postively sell at public auction
October 1fh at 2 o'clock p. m., sharp.
without reserve, to the highest and
best bidder, the following real estate
and personal property belonging to A.
Urn tin a, located at 923 South Second
street. Albuquerque. N. M.: Lots 11
and 12 In block 2. of the Baca addition, with all Improvements thereon,
including Btore, barn, sheds and four
room 8, also a large stock of general
merchandise, fixtures and furnishings
of store. The reason for this sale is
mining way and prospectors are to be
New Mexico
113
4oi. 403, North rirmt mtroot
ror a rest, a coance oi a meume to
buy two lots, buildings and a good
established business at your own
price. Satisfactory terms can be made
with any responsibe purchaser. PerAbstract and
fect title guaranteed.
TICKETS eOUGHT. SOLO Highland Rooming House
warranty deed given. Inspect prop- THE HIGHLAND LIVER
erty any time between now and 17th
AND EXCHANGED
BAM BROOK BROS., Prop:
MRS. M. E. HEINDL, Prop.
of October.
Offlea
Aitoelatlon
AND
BOARDING
LIVERY
8TABLE
H. S. KNIGHT,
ACROSS
THE RAILROAD
Transaction
JUST
SADDLE HORSES SPECIALTY.
Austloneer.
Guaranfmd
TRACKS ON EAST R, R. AVE.
and
parties
The "Sadie"
mountain
for
.
..
.. i i
i
HOLM BOE BROS., 5c 10 AND 15
hi. tpwui r ico oil wren j
I I ft Ul
n n I
No. 112 John 8t HUNtRr It I U Oi HO". H. fl. MC New Building, New Furniture, Steam
CENT
STORE.
SEE MONDAY'S Auto Phono 604.
PAPER FOR DATE
OF OPENING
Heat and Everything Connected
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADAND SPECIAL VALUES.
With the Place Brand New.
FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
BY DAY, WCF.K OR MONTH
STORE.
ROOMS
DRUG
WALTON'S
WANTED.
AT
STORE.
At once, boy. about 14 to 10 years
old, who desires to learn the printer's
trade. Apply at this office.
T. C. NEAD, Treasurer and Manager
SOLOMON LUNA,
WILLIAM MclNTOSH, President
ranges
in one day is the rec
Three
ord of one salesman at Kmnions' fur
niture store.
The Woman's Exchange is the otfly
place in the city, where you can always buy home-cookgoods. Try our
pies baked on paprus pie plates. Woman's Exchange, 401 West Railroad
avenue.
I will

Supplies,

Mail us your

0

orders.esaeses
Albuquerque,

5SSSSSSS
R.R.

u.j.

......nriitin

E

Mcintosh Hardware Company

ed

Chicken on the

O

Double-Breaste-

Underwear,

UNION SUITS IN ALL WEIGHTS
Wmtt Gold

Are you luoklng for something swell
in women's footwear? We have Jus:

FEE'S GOOD COLD ROOT BEER
AT WALTON'S DRUG STORE.

We have it in case lots from the best makes in America.

form-fittin-

Agents for Diamond Edge Tools and Cutlery

f.

Columbus tomorrow.
Din ror dinner.

MEN'S UNDERWEAR
Men's Fleeced Heavy Underwear
I.OO
per suit
Men's Grey or Brown Ribbed Underwear, per suit . . . S$1SO
Men's Grey Wool Extra Heavy
Underwear, per suit . .

4

'HERE are many attractive style features about the new modes
for men. Perhaps the moBt signincant is the tendency togarment. History repeats Itself, and
ward the
the smart styles for Fall and Winter are a faint suggestion or those
that prevailed In the time of Louis XV.
We invite the interest of men of particular taste In the presenta'

$6.50
"The Elopement," put on at the Best American Block
8.50
Elks' opra house last night proved Hard Nut Coal
9.50
no bettr drawing card than any of Larger Sizes
6.00
the seveal other good bills given this Domestic Gat Cke
82.25
week bjthe Frank Rich Stock com- Green Mill Wood, per load
2.75
pany, 'he entire house numbered Dry Mill Wood, per load
3.00
scarcely a hundred people, yet the Factory Blocks, per load
A
"Wanted,
a
show we a good one.
Also Native Stove Wood and Kindling
Divorce,' is the bil Itonight. On toin All Sizes.
morrow jvening the company will repeat th "Widow Bedot" at the Ca- Phones Black, 280
Auto. 416
sino," a: reduced prices.
Andre Trujilo, a widely known
Ask for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
native ctizen., died at his hom in
Barelas, yesterday in his thirty-sevent- h BREAD and take no other.
year, he was prominent in
politics and was the proprietor of a
general merchandise store In South
Albuqueque for many years. A wife
and twocnildren survive Mr. Trujlllo.
The fumral took place at the Church
of the Sacred Heart this morning at
9:30 o'cock
The fmeral of Molsas Garcia, whose
death wis chronicled In The Evening
Citizen, occurred yesterday morning
from the old town Catholic church,
and wa largely attended. The Mit
tual Protective society, of which he
was a member, headed by a band,
marched with the funeral cortege to
the Sana Barbara cemtery, where
Imrlal tcok place.
Presbyttrlan church.
Mrs. Frank Zink, who has been here
the past few weeks visiting her brother, J. H. Fenner, and wife, will leave
tomorrov morning for her home at
EBtancia The lady has enjoyed herself very much during her stay in the
'
city.
Abe Con, one of the best known
115-11- 7
citizens of central and southern New
Mexico, with home at Socorro, came
AUTOMATIC PHONE
In from the south this morning, and
called at The Evening Citizen ofllce in
the afternoon. Mr. Coon is taking a
lay-ofiho fir3t in many years, and
111 leave tonight for New York, where
he goes ;o visit three sisters whom he
as not seen for many years, and of
course transact some private metiers
back in his old New York homo. He
111
be absent about a month or nix
eeks, and he Intends to have a good
rest ,and a good time.

!

TINNIN'J

I

Air Tight Hot Blast Heaters, Round
Oak Heaters, Square and Round
Wood Heaters, Steel Ranges, with
reservoirs, from $18.00 up.

of
C. L. MacKenzie, superintendent
the Wells, Fargo Express Company
was In Albuquerque last night. Mr.
MacKenzie's office is In Denver.
Mrs. Philip Cook returned to her
home at Las Vegas this morning after
a pleasant visit in the city with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Henry Wester-feld- .

Co.

Hickox-Maynat- d

CO.

Smart Styles are Radically Different From
Any Previous Productions For Years Past

See Our Coal Saving Heaters--

I.

many
We still exist at the ARCH FRONT, where can yet be found
to
make
order
in
of
dispose
to
wish
we
bargains,
which
choice
WATCHES, 8TERLING
room for the finest stock of JEWELRY,
SILVER. CUT GLASS, CHINA, ETC, ever offered to the good peoplo
of Albuquerque.

H. HAHN

in Mien's ilflodes

SIMON STERN,

Lester of West Railroad
avenue went to Bernalillo this morn'
lug to remain over Sunday with Mrs
Lund of tnat place.

Passed Into History

Lindemann

OCTOBER 6, 1906.

Pertinent Points

Coal and Coke

arrangeients.

Mrs. Felix

The Greatest Fair Has

SATURDAY,

Learnard

F. F. TROTTER

T. Y. MAYNARD

CITIZEN.

added tothe excitement nd interest
of the ocaslon. A large attendance
of
A party
(erected he racers.
Universe students ooupled the rink
from the regular dosing hours until
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN:
mldnlgnt
Mr. ail Richard Powers and child,
former jhiiuurrque citizens, but for
We are prepared to supthe pastUve years residing in Washington. I C, Hre here for a month,
esply the music trade of
visiting native.- and friends, and
pecially he mothers, Mrs. Powers,
this city and the territor-- ,
Mrs. C. P. Jones, and sister, Mrs.
Harry r. Johnson. Mr. Powers learnies of New Mexico and
ed the p nting trade under the writer
of this im Ami It becomes us to tell
May we not
Arizona.
the trutr-- he Is first class In all the
He
branchesof the "art preservative."
,
machinist-operatorbe favored with your
Is a tnaough linotype
In
position
paying
a
holds
ad
patronage?
the govrnnient printing omce at
Washingon, 1). C. The other New
Respectfully Yours,
Mexican printers In the government
otnee ar Will Mattox, J. D. Williamson andBcrrlnger, and tliey are like&
wise getlng along nicely.
The fneral of Augustus Glrard,
whose dath occurred Thursday even206 West Gold Avenue
ing, will ake place from the Immacumorn
Monday
late Coneption church
ing at 9'clock. The son, Frank Glrard. whnls In Barnard, Kas., hac been
hearil frni and will reach home Sun- - l
day eve Ing. The son living In
Angeles will be, unable to attend the
&
IV.
funeral, ns will" the sister living in
Denver. Interment will be made at
Wholw.alo and Retail
O. W.
Santa larbara cemetery.
Strong'sSons will be in charge of the

weu-Mlum-

GEO. W. HICKOX,

EVENING

WHY PLANT THE SEED VAR.
IETY WHEN YOU CAN HAVE THE
APPLE" ORCHARD
"SEEDLESS
N. W. ALGER,
AT SMALL COSTT
124 SOUTH WALTER STREET.

The best chicken dinner in the city
at the I'oluuimis noui ror Sunday ain

JOBBERS OF

Hardware, Stoves and Tinware

ner.

If yoi: want results l:i Bdvertixink
try an Evening CHlion want ad.

Atk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREA'
tak. no other.

BREAD and

Atk for JAFFA'S KRACK KREAM
BREAD and tak. no otner.
A Citizen Want ad does the work
' iy one.

Albuquerque,

New Mexico

